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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY, AUGUST 0,
first grade one year.
three
Ada Vaughn, Albuquerque,
years professional as renewal of five

FOR

years professional.

BLIND ASYLUM;

Mrs. Ruby Wood, Tucumcari,

first

grade one year.

first
i
grade extended to July 22, 1912, with
renewal privileges.
ts
Governor Mills
Miss Virgie Rice Worrell, East Las
Charles Meyers of La
Vegas, no action pending receipt of
certificed transcript.
Luz, Otero County
Jessie Mandell, Agricultural College, first grade on year upon receipt
in Physiology.
MONET FOR
STREAM
FUND of credit
On motion it was directed that county first grade certificates be granted
Territorial Board of Education for only one year when granted on institution credits except when applicaGrants ManyJ Teachers'
tion is accompanied by evidence of
Certificates.
nine months successful teaching; said
certificate to be extensible for two
Governor Mills today reappointed years and renewable for three years.
Charles Meyers of La Luz, Otero county, a trustee of the New Mexico Asy- LAND EXPOSITION TO
lum for the Blind at Alamogordo.
BE HELD AT PITTSBURG.
Governor Mills appointed Kather-in- e
G. Sullivan of East Las Vegas a It is to Be Modeled After the Great
notary public.
Show at Chicago Good Place
to Advertise New Mexico.
Territorial Funds.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
today received from Territorial EnPittsburg, Pa., Aug. 9. Arrangegineer Vernon L. Sullivan $2,137 for ments are being made here for a
the stream measurement and hydro-graphi- c mammoth land show which is to be
fund.
held here October 17 to 2a. The obIncorporation.
ject of the exposition is to provide inIncorporation, papers were filed to- formation for the farmer, the home-seekday in the office of Territorial Secreand investor regarding land optary Nathan Jaffa by the Lithgow enings and developments in all secManufacturing Stationery Company tions of the country and to show
of Albuquerque.
The capitalization
of the mineral, agricultural,
is $20,000 divided into 200 shares. samples
and botanical products
horticultural
The incorporators and directors are:
soil and to teach the student
of
the
S.
H.
Lithgow, 25 shares; W. T. Smith. and
layman the educational facts con15 shares, and H. S. Wolking,
2
reclamation and irriga
shares. The company begins busi- cerning land
tion.
ness with capital of $4,200.
The exhibit will include those of the
Territorial Eoard of Education.
United
States government, boards of
At the meeting of the territorial
of commerce, com
chambers
trade,
board of education at the capital, cerand irrigation
land
mercial
bodies,
tificates and licenses were granted
state exhibits from all
and
companies
the following:
Miss Karina Asmirs, Gary. Colo., parts.
county first grade extended to three
WOOL MARKET IS
years with renewal privileges.
BUT SLOWLY RECOVERING.
Miss Catherine Burns, Clovis, county first grade for three years.
Are Holding Steady But De
Mrs. Maude Rader Patterson, Lucia, Prices
mand From Mills is Not
county first grade extended for three
Yet Heavy.
years upon receipt of testimonials
Aug. 9. The wool
Boston,
Mass.,
Sufrom Mrs. Nora Brumbach and
a firm position with
market
occupies
perintendent J. C. Sanchez.
business
moderate
reports. Prices are
Carmen Burt, Silver City, county
old wools are ofbut
steady
holding
first grade for one year upon receipt
lower
fered at
prices than had been
of credit in Physiology.
for the new clip in the west.
paid
Miss Ola Easley,
Kenton, Okla., Mills, which still h ve much ma
county first grade for one year extenchinery idle, are not heavy purchasers.
sible for one year.
conditions indicate slow re
Industrial
Willis M. Boyd, Adairsville,
Ga.,
in manufactured goods and in
covery
county first grade for one year upon raw material.
receipt of credit in Pedagogy.
Agnes Combee, Silver City, action TORRENTIAL RAINS CAUSE
deferred.
FLOODS IN JAPAN.
Mrs. Nellie C. Herriott, Dexter,
county first grade extended to June 7, One House Occupied By Students Was
,1912.
Buried With Tenants Under
Deatron Campbell,
county first
Land Slide.
grade for one year.
Tokio, Aug. 9. Torrential rainfall
Grace Vogelsang, Portales, county in
Japan today has caused devastating
first grade for one year upon receipt floods, principally in Shizuoka prov
of credit In Physiology.
ince on the southern coast. Hundreds
Agnes D. Fletcher, Hope, first grade of houses have been, submerged and
for one year upon receipt of credit in one occupied by a number of students
Pedagogy and Psychology.
was buried with its tenants in a land
J. M. Ballard, Boaz, first grade ex- slide.
tended for two years with renewal
privileges.
TEXAS REPUBLICANS
Elizabeth Griggs, Roswell, first
NOMINATE GOOD TICKET.
grade extended to July 12, 1912.
Dallas, Texas, Aug. 9. The Repub
V. L. Griffin, Carlsbad, life certi- lican state convention today nominat
ficate.
ed J. O. Terrell of San Antonio, govMiss Lee Robert Haydon, Silver ernor: Harry Masterson of Houston,
City, first grade for three year3.
lieutenant governor; J. W. Cooke of
Pearl Hutchison, Silver City, first Waco, attorney general, and Max E.
grade for three years.
Bradley, of Tyler, associate justice of
Celia Hutt, Warrensburg, Mo., first the supreme court.
grade for one year, upon renewal of
Missouri license.
Maude Hancock,
Estancla, first
grade for one year, upon receipt of
credit in Pedagogy and Psychology.
Nellie Hines, first grade extended to
WATERING
August 6, 1911, but not renewable.
Pauline B. Kelton, Silver City, county first grade one year.
Nellie Laughlin, Silver City, proPedro Benavidez Shot and
fessional five year.
Killed by Cattleman
Myrtle Lewis and Celita Lewis, Alamogordo, first grade for one year or
at Nutt
three years upon evidence of successful teaching in Alamogordo during
J.

E.

Williams,

er

t

MURDER

PLACE

past year.
UP
Miss Stella Little, Blairstown, Mo., HALL DELIVERS HIMSELF
first grade one year or life on receipt
of additional credits.
PosAlice Lee, Lake Valley, five year Sheepherders Had Taken
professional license.
Lucy Miner, Silver City, five years
professional license.
W. B. iMcFarland, Silver City, five
years professional license on receipt
of credit in one additonal unit.
J. R. McCollum, Albuquerque, life
certificate.
Miss Irene McCreary, San Rafael,
first grade on examination in Peda
gogy.

Mrs. L. K. Mitchell, Roy, no action
pending receipt of transcript.
Bertha Noble, Belen, first grade
one year pending receipt of credit in
Psychology.
H. T. Poore, Artesla, first grade one
year.
D. B. Rosem, Artesia, three years
professional license.
Stella Sittler. Lebanon, Mo., first
grade one year, renewable.
Mrs. Hanna Torrence, Mcintosh,
first grade one year, renewable.
Bismarck Turner, Norman, Okla.,

S
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MAYOR

BEADS TELEGRAMS:

G

SHOT DOWN

Magdalena,

Re-appoin-

ft

TV

session of Three Places With

Their Herds.
Deming, N. M., Aug. 9. Tom Hall,
a cattleman, shot and killed Pedro
Benibedes near Nutt station yesterday afternoon. The trouble arose over a waterplace on the (range. It
seems that the sheep herders were
one of
holding three watering-placewhich Hall wanted for his cattle. The
chief herder agreed to vacate, but the
herder Benibedes refused, drawing his
pistol. Hall covered him with his
Winchester, telling the man to throw
up his hands. He shot suddenly, however, and missed fire and the third
time his pistol snapped when Hall
shot twice killing the man instantly. Mr. Hall wired Sheriff 'Stephens
who went to Nutt on the Santa Fe
train leaving here at 6:40 p. m. He
returned this morning with Mr. Hall
In custody.
The examining trial will
be held at 2 o'clock this afternoon.
s,

mi)

SO

lagher displayed little emotion when
taken before Recorder McGovern. "lb:
deprived mo of my bread and butter!"
he said, "t didn't want porterhouse
steak," be said. Gallagher was held
without bail to a wait the result of the
mayor's injuries.

V2Q

r

SIX OPINIONS 11

SUPHEJOIJ

Gallagher Had Been Drinking.
New York, Aug. 9. Gallagher dur-- ,
Judges Are Working Hard to
ing the morning made a signed roll-- !
Dispose of Old and New
fession to the police. He said he
asked a clergyman on board of t Cases
steamer to point out Gaynor to him,!
and shortly after h' fired. It was said
in the neighborhood
of Gallagher's
T
rooming house that ho had been;
drinking considerably of late, and it is
rumored that he lost f"i0 on the Jeffrie- In Several Instances
the' Lower
s-Johnson
fight.
Is Reveis'J by
Tribunal
Condolence From Taft.
the Highejr'.
New York, Aug. 9. A telegram of
condolence was received from Presi-- j
Six opinions, several of them of the
He says:
dent Taft this afternoon.
"I am greatly shocked to hear of the- utmost
were handed
importauee,
am down
outrageous assault upon you.
t!he Territorial
by
Supreme
very glad to hear that the wound is
not serious. Earnestly hope and pray Court this forenoon, making twelve
opinions thus far at this session of
that your recovery may be rapid."
the court. Chief Justice Y. If. Pope
Bullet Under the Tongue.
and his associates are working bard
New York. Aug. 9. At 2:1.") this to dispose of the old eases as well as
afternoon, Dr. Sullivan, one of the of those argued and submitted at ihi
house physicians of St. Mary's hospi- term of court.
tal said: "Mayor Gaynor's pulse is
Cases Xos. 1292 and 1295 were arnormal; the patient is strong and gued and submitted yesterday aftercheerful. The bullet is probably lodg-- j noon. The first is that of John H.
ed under the tongue."
Kapp, appellant, vh. E. B. Veiiable,
The
probate clerk, etc., appellee.
Gallagher Almost Mobbed.
New York, Aug. 9. The news of other is that of Territory of New
the attempted assassination of the Mexico, appellee, vs. Juan Barela,
mayor traveled with lightning rapid-- i appellant.
1
ity and tJie police bad a hard time j This forenoon, ease No. :io 4, TerNew Mexico, appellee, vs.
of
ritory
to
station.
the
He;
getting Gallagher
was almost mobbed before he wai, James H. Kennedy, appellant, was arand submitted.
j gued
lodged in jail.
In
No. 1279, Levi H. Thompson,
ease
Horror.!
Colorado Legislature Express
Tract iou
Denver, Colo., Aug. 9. The Colo-- , appellee, vs. Albuquerque
rado legislature, which convened in Company, appellant, from Bernalillo
extra
session today, unanimously county, the judgment of the lower
its court is reversed and the ease is readonted a resolution exnressing
manded for new trial. The opinion
norror at ine auempieu
is by Associate Justice Edward
R.
of Mayor Gaynor.
Wright Associate Justices John 11.
F. W. Parker and M. C. Mechem
BIDS TO CONSTRUCT
Cliiff Justice W. 11. Pope
RAILROAD TO ENGLE DAM. concur.
also concurs in the results upon
There Were Seven Contractors After j the ground that there is no evidence
to sustain the only special finding upthe Work Which Includes Three
on which the verdict rests. The suit
Schedules.
was brought for the recovery of $75,
El Paso, Tex.. Aug. 9 Rids were the alleged value of a cow owned by
the plaintiiT, and killed by a collision
opened at the T'nited States reclamation service offices here today for the with an electric car of the defendant
The court found for the
construction of the railroad spur be- corporation.
in the sum of $75. The syltween the Santa Fe main line at Cut- plaintiff
labus says:
ter and the Elephant Butte dam site,
1. An instruction to the effect that
seven
miles
distance.
approximately
' in the
absence of any provision of
There were seven bidders, including law
the speed at which a
Brown and Conner of Tucumcari, N. streetregulating
car may be run or operated,
M. Bids on the work were submitted those who
operate it are bound by
to three separate schedules. George the same rule
of due care which govB. Brady of El Paso, submitted the erns others
vehicles in the pubusing
lowest bid for the rock work, which lic streets; that is when, as in this
is schedule No. 1. Brad's bid was case, the street car was
operated in
$48,820. T. F. Crozier submitted the a public street," correctly states the
lowest bid on the earth work con- law applicable to the facts in this
struction, his figures being $2,530. case and is not subject, to an objecBrown and Conner of Tucumcari bid tion of uncertainty and indefiniteness.
the lowest on the bridge work, their
2. "The right of the railway in the
bid being $5,400. The bids will all be street is only an easement to use the
forwarded to Washington for approv- highway in common with the public.
al before the contracts are let. Work It has no exclusive right to travel upmust begin in twenty days. The actu- on its track, and it is bound to use
al laying of the steel and ties, it is un- the same care in preventing a colliderstood will be done by the govern- sion as is the driver of a wagon or
ment.
other vehicle."
3. When a jury, in
answering special interrogatories submitted to them
WENDLING FILES APPLICATION
FOR WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS at the request of the defendant, which
interrogatories call for answers upon
St. Louis, Aug. 9. Joseph Wend-lin- g material facts in issue in the case,
wanted in Louisville on the disregard the evidence in the case,
charge of the murder of little Alma and in answer to such interrogatories
Kellnes, today filed an application for find a fact or facts wholly unsupporta writ of habeas corpus in Circuit ed by the pleadings or the evidence,
Judge Hitchcock's court. The hear- it cannot be presumed, in view of
such answers, that the defendant had
ing is set for August 17.
a fair and impartial trial.
4. Special findings, in order to support a general verdict, must corresTHIRTEEN KILLED
pond to the proofs and be within the
pleadings.
5.
Although the general rule is
that even if the defendant be shown
IH
to have been guilty of negligence,
the plaintiff cannot recover if he
himself be shown to nave been guilHorrible Catastrophe on the ty of contributory negligence which
may have had something to do in
Northwestern Pacific
causing the accident; yet the contribNear Ignacio
utory negligence on his part would
not exonerate the defendant, and disentitle the plaintiff from recovering,
20 OTHERS BADLY INJURED if it be shown that the defendant
might by the exercise of reasonable
care and prudence have avoided the
One Body Without Head Limbs consequence of plaintiff's negligence.
6. The facts, and the inferences to
of Dead People Protruded
be drawn therefrom, with reference to
From Windows.
the contributory negligence of the
plaintiff being doubtful, the question
Ignacio, Calif., Aug 9. Thirteen are of proximate cause of the accident
and the reasonable care of the dedead and about twenty injured as the
to the
fendant Should
head-ocollision between
result of a
for their determination upder
jury
a passenger and a work train on the
proper instructions from the court acNorthwestern Pacific near here last cording to the circumstances of the
night. The smoking car of the pas- case.
senger was telescoped by an engine
In case No. 1303, The Colorado
and work train, and aside from mem- Telephone Company,
appellant, vs.
bers of the train crew, all the dead Charles G. Fields, appellee, from Berand injured were in this car. Dis- nalillo count-- , the
judgment of the
obedience of orders on part of the con- court below was affirmed. The opinductor, according to officials was the ion is by Associate Justice Frank W.
cause of the wreck. The trains met at Parker. The company brought suit
high speed and frightful havoc was against appellee to recover $4.50 for
The headless installing and removing a telephone
done in the smoker.
body of a man lay beside the tracks from appellee's residence, which apand from the widow of the wrecked pellee refused to pay. The lower
car protruded the members of lifeless court dismissed the case at cost of
bodies. Many of the dead and injur- the Telephone Company. The Tele- ed were delegates to a state convention which meets here today.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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Taking Name of President Three Bullets" Fired at Him
Taft and
by a Discharged City
Sherman in Vain
Employe
Vice-Preside-

nt

;

j

j

li-

I

IKES m

EVASIVE

ANSWER WOUND

MAY

NOT

BE

m

FATAL

j

Congressional Investigation Com- - Attempted Assassination Occur-mittein Session at Mc- red on Board of Steamer
Alister.
in Dock.

e

j

I

New York, Aug. 9. Mayor William
McAlister, Okla., Aug. 9. Senator
It.
(Jay nor of New York City, was
con-Gore today had read before the
'
shot and probably fatally wounded on
gressional committee
investigating board the steamer Kaiser Wilhelm der
his charges of attempted bribery in Gros.se this morning as he was about
connection with the Indian land deals, to sail for Europe. The mayor's astelegrams in which the name of Vice- - sailant, who immediately was arrestPresident Sherman and Senator Cur-- ! ed, gave his name as Jules James
tis of Kansas are named. One tele- - Gallagher. Asked why he shot Gay-iio- r
he said: "Gaynor has deprived me
gram, which was sent by Richard
at Washington, of my bread and butter!" He gave
Adams, attorney
Scott McMurray's
George
agent no explanation of his words. Mayor
among the Indians, was read. "With Gaynor was removed to St. .Mary's
McMurray there to state our claims, hospital.
Mr. Curtis and Mr. Sherman, who un-- j
Wound May Not Be Fatal.
Doctors report that they do not bederstands better than anybody else
what we want, and with the assist- - lieve that Mayor Gaynor's wound is
ance of our president, it begins to set ions. The bullet entered the right
look like we are coming into our( side of the neck but did not cut any
The locaown." "This merely shows the activ-- i important blood vessels.
ity of the McMurray interests at tion of the bullet has not been deWashington," said Senator Gore in ex-- termined.
A Dramatic Scene.
planation.
By offering this evidence
I do not wish to reflect either on Mr.
New York Aug. 9. Mayor Gaynor
Sherman or Mr. Curtis," he added. was about to go on a month's vaca"Do you mean that as an exoneration tion abroad, and he was looking forfrom you of Mr. Sherman," asked Den-- ward to a
rest for he has
nis Flynn, attorney for McMurray. "It been at his desk in the city hall ten to
is merely to state that if the names twelve hours each day for months.
of these men were taken in vain at' The mayor, Health
Commissioner
one time they may have been at an-- . Lelere, Dock Commissioner Tompkins
other," replied Senator Gore.
and Street Cleaning Commissioner
"Big Bill' Edwards, were standing together about to have their photographs taken when Gallagher fired
GREAT
three shots. The blood spurted from a
wound in the mayor's neck and he fell
to the deck. Officer Fitzgeering, one
PARADE of the guards, standing near him
sprang at Gallagher, knocked him
clown with a billy and Gallagher was
immediately seized. The mayor's secIts
in
of
Kind
Biggest Event
retary, Mr. Adamson, lifted the strickHistory of Order in
en, executive to his feet and with the
assistance of others carried him to his
United States
stateroom. Later he was conveyed to
a hospital.
to the People!"
"Say Good-By- e
IN
THOUSANDS
UN
New York, Aug. 9. The ship's deck
was crowded when the shooting took
place, and the greatest excitement
Took Procession Three Hours followed.
Mayor Gaynor did not lose
to Pass any Given
consciousness and occasionally spoke
to those about him. That he believed
Point."
however, that his condition was serious is indicated by his saying to offChicago, Aug. 9. The great parade icials who accompanied him to the
of the Knights Templar, the feature
to the peo"Say good-byof the thirty-firs- t
triennial conclave, hospital:After
careful examination of
ple!"
took place today. Sixteen
grand the
hospital physician he said he bedivisions swept down the line of lieved
that the wound is not necesmarch, wfaich was reviewed by the
The bullet has been lofatal.
cousin of King sarily
Earl of Euston,
no attempt will be made
but
cated
and the most to remove it at
George of England
present. The attempt
eminent supreme master of the Grand to assassinate the mayor caused inPriory of England and Wales. It was tense excitement in New York. Evthe greatest parade of the Knights
erywhere the news was received with
Templar in the history of the order, profound regret. One of the first disthe line of white-plumeKnights tak- patches of condolence was from foring three hours to march past a given mer President Roosevelt, who wired
point.
that he was shocked at the horrible
deed beyond expression. He asked to
ALL EYES TURNED TOWARD
One of the
be kept fully posted.
SUNSHINE STATE. bullets
intended for Mayor Gaynor
went through Street Commissioner
So Says Charles
Back
E. Michael
Edward's coat sleeve and grazed his
From Tour Through the Middle
arm. The wound is slight and EdWest Power of Advertising.
wards did not discover it until uhe
That all eyes are turned toward excitement had subsided.
New Mexico, the land of sunshine, of
No Immediate Danger.
romance and peerless climate was the
New York, Aug. 9. The following
declaration of the well known real es- bulletin was issued by the surgeons
tate dealer, Charles E. Michael, upon attending the mayor after consultahis return from a lecture tour of the tion: "Mayor Gaynor was shot in
middle west. Mr. Michael spent many the right side of the neck, the bullet
weeks going through Illinois, Michi- entering the posterior and upper part
gan and other states lecturing on the and ranging downward and forward.
Wonders of New Mexico, especially as The position of the bullet has not
the land of opportunity to the home-seeke- r been definitely located but it will be
The mayand is much encouraged over determined by the
or is conscious and resting quietly.
the interest he stirred up.
"There can be no question that the There seems to be no immediate danpassage of the enabling act has stirred ger."
Bullet Located.
up the people of the United States on
New York, Aug. 9. At this time .the
the possibilities of New Mexico and
the Sunday papers have devoted page mayor's condition was not so favorafter page to New Mexico, the new able. The doctors are having trouble
state. Unfortunately more attention in checking the hemorrhage. Blood
seems to have been paid by the writ- from the wound finds its way into the
ers to the romantic side of New Mex: throat and chokes the sufferer. The
ico and its picturesqueness than to its bullet has been located an inch below
power to raise wonderful celery and the right ear. The doctors say they
a thousand other things. The Indian cannot forecast the outcome.
in his gorgeous attire or lack of it has Mayor Was Threatened Repeatedly.
New York, Aug. 9. Mayor Gaynor's
come in for a lion's share of the illustrations. I would rather see pictures administration which began on Januof some of our orchards and the ap- ary 1st, has been so drastic in reforms
ples and pears stacked up high in the and he had condemned so many perfields, ready for shipment. However, sons and parties in such strong terms
the day seems to be at hand when that he had been the subject of many
people in the middle West and the east threats. Several months ago an armed
will realize that- New Mexico Is a good visitor at the city hall was found tryplaces to live as well as fine thing to ing to get into the mayor's office.
read about."
Gallagher a Discharged Employe.
New York, Aug. 9. Later Gallagher
Mr. Michael took with him many
lantern slides showing the crops that identified as a dock watchman, who
can be raised here and other views of had been discharged in July for the
interest. The slides were made by neglect of duty and misconduct. Since
Photographer A. B. Craycraft of this his discharge, Gallagher has been
writing letters to the mayor. Gal
city.
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THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
Diamonds, Wtclies, Clocks
Jewelry, Silver ware. DecChina,

Novelties,

Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.
MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

I TA YinFRSIISIQT TA&ifeSFR
OK WORK

HIRRIFR

R,

IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining
cfurs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
SANTA FE, N, M,

Jg

CANON
ROAD

MULLIGAN & RRIRG
SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

i UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING

1

Lady of Pizarro Tells Story ol
Awful Suffering That Cardui

Died of Pneumonia at Albuquerque
Justo Contreras died at Albuquerque yesterday of pneumonia.
Arrested Three Times in One Day
Carlos Griego was arrested three
times in one day at Albuquerque on
the charge of drunkenness.
Wedded at Silver City Miss Nellie
and Isaac
Patchin of Albuquerque,
Holzman of Silver City, were married
on Saturday at the latter place.

A great many Bargains
in Summer Goods of

BE SOLD
Buy Now While we have
a good

assortment.

FOR HALF Ak CENTURY

PHONE 36
Colo., Aug.

9.

-

THESE

MINOR GUY TOPICS

Denver,

-

every description.

N. B. WWfe to: Ladies' Advisory Dept.. Chan
nooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn., for Special
Home Treatment
book
Instructions, and
for Women. ' sent in plain wrapper, en request

Accused of Drawing a Bad Check
Richard Siringo has been arrested at
Albuquerque on a charge of Luis del
Frate that he drew a bad check on an
El Paso bank.
Arrested for Beating His Wife
Pablo Ruiz was arrested at Albuquerque for mistreating his wife, Felipa
Zamora de Ruiz. He was too drunk
to be given a hearing yesterday.
Two Death at Las Vegas Miss
Chonita Romero, aged 39 years, died
at last Las Vegas. Laura, the infant
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Leln-sisedied Sunday afternoon at Las
Vegas.
Dance for National Guard Visitors
Company H, of the National Guard at
Las Vegas, will on next Thursday
evening give a dance in honor of the
National Guard visitors attending the
rifle practice.
Killed Big Rattler While Jacob
Davidhizer was at work on his farm
on the Las Vegas mesa, he discovered
a ten foot rattlesnake in his potato
patch. He blew off the reptile's head
with a shot gun.
Court at Clayton District court
convenes at Clayton, Union county, on
September 5 and it is hoped that Hon.
E. C. Abbott will be qualified as judge
in time to preside over the district
court at Clayton.
Will Fight Distillery The citizens
of Parmington have formed an association to prevent the erection of a
distillery in that town which is planned by W. C. Fox, a newcomer to that
section of San Juan county.

3

Incorporated 1903

WE STILL HAVE LEFT

Pizarro, Va. "I suffered for several
years," writes Mrs. Dorma A. Smith,
''with that awful backache and the bearing down sensations, so fully described
in your book.
"I tried doctors and other medicines
and found little relief, until I was induced
to try Wine of Cardui, when I found instant relief and today I can heartily
recommend Cardui to all suffering women
and th'nk there is no other as good."
In some instances, Cardui gives instant
relief; in others, it may take a little time.
But in all cases of female trouble Cardui
can be depended on to be of benefit, as
it is a specific remedy for women and
acts in a curative way on the womanly
organs.
As a general tonic for women, to build
up your strength, improve your appetite, bring back rosy cheeks and make
you look and feel young and happy,
nothing you can find will do so much for
you as Cardui.
Your druggist has it.

moment pause and murmur low,
prayer for those of long ago,
For those now in eternal sleep,
The men who sowed that we might
reap.

9, 1910.

SELI6AAN.BR0SC0

Finally Relieved.

t

CALL AflD SEE FOR YOURSELF

19

A

A
A

Telephone

Established 1856.

FOLLY DESCRIBED

THE PIONEERS.
C. Vanllocke, Santa Fe.)

For men have worked and passed
away
That we might celebrate today;
The prize that now is in our grasp,
Men sought to win in decades past.

mums.

PHONE
BLACK

3 AWFUL PAINS

long ago,
victory's sweets will never know
They pitnnot share the well earned
gam,
Xor know rlieir work was not in vain.

inter Grocery Co.
F.

EVERY DESCRIPTION

UP.

Hut tlu iv were loiters

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES

Spitz

I

AVlio

AUo VARIETY FRESH YEAST

orated

( L.
One!

ROOi

of joy's abroad today
And no om daros dispute his sway;
A siati.1 is born, a victory's won
And sixty years of toil is done.

Bobolink
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forecast is partly cloudy with
local showers tonight or Wed- -
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DRY GOODS

IN THE

CITY.

X

nesday.
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Change of Program at the Elks' I
tonight. This will be your only eve
ning to see these pictures. No show
Wednesday night. The Call to Arms,;
The Desperado, and Mazzepa, or the
j

wasiKpiggffgJ

KtfPAiM

1

jp

Wild Horse of Tartary. All subjects
at the Elks' are good ones.

Auto is Buried by Mud. "MeniDers
of the forest service report that an
automobile left in Tijeras canyon by
an enthusiastic but misguided autoist
from Santa Fe when it broke down,
has been almost buried under bould-ers and mud washed down by recent
rains. At present only the backs
of the seats are visible." Albuquerque

llli 2l ksV

III

j

1

Tribune-Citize-

Five Men Arrested for Mogollon
Murder Five employes of the Last
thance mine of the Ernestine Mining
Company at Mogollon have been arrested charged with the murder of
Driver Dominguez of tllie Mogollon- Silver City stage and the th it of
twelve bars of bullion. The oullion
and the mail sacks have been recovered scattered in canons and pulches,
the robbers finding them too heavy to
get away with.
liLicenses Mnnriage
Marriage
censes were Issued to Americo Dig-neaged 29, and Miss Margaret Ber- Younger Bros. Teddy's review of the
Cossack army at the Motley's Adobe ardinelli, aged 22. Also to Miss Aure-li- a
Watson, aged 18, of Pena Blanca,
Grand Theater tonight.
and Enet Tooll, aged 26, of Madrid.
Maximum Was 82 The maximum
Notice for Publication.
0G873
Not Coal Land
temperature yesterday was 82 and the
Pecos Forest Reserve.
minimum was 62 while the relative
Department of the Interior,
humidity was 42 per cent. There was
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. a trace of rain. It was partly cloudy
in the afternoon and at night with
July 12, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that Pruden-- . springles of rain and thunderstorms.
cio Gonzales, of Pecos, N. M., who, A
year ago today the maximum was
on July 12, 1905, made homestead en-- ! 74 and the minimum 54 with showers
;
e
f
n
n
n
o
r
a
i
i. aaao, lur (itit
uy tsenai uusds;, io.
eWj-- jay the dust.
i
w
BJii
aec. 6,1
sni 4
Spot Cash Store Attention is callNW
Sec.
NE
NE 4 NW
ed
to the advertisement of the Spot
12
10, Township 17 N., Range
E., N. Caslh Store in
today's issue announcP. Meridian, has filed notice of in-- ;
tomorrow of hot
a
sale
special
ing
to
final
five year proof,
make
tention
weather
goods.
to establish claim to the land above!
described, before register and receiv- (Continuea on Page Eight.)
er at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 25th
1910.
of
day
August,
People's Adobe Grand Theater.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Crestino Ribera, Manuel Sandoval,
Notice for Publication.
Ramon Quintana, Crescendo Roibal,
Serial No. 0467, 013711.
all of Pecos, N. M.
Jemez Forest.
Not Coal Land.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register. Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Ofiice at Santa Fe, N. M.
(Published in tShe New Mexican, of
July 12, 1910.
Santa Fe, N. M.)
Notice Is hereby given that Juan
M. Velasquez, of Coyote, N. M., who,
How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- on July 27, 1908, and June 20, 1910,
ward" for any case of Catarrh that can- made homestead entries No. 0467 and
No. 013711. for SE 4 NW 4 NE
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh
NE 4 NE
SW 4 S
F. 3. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, O.
NE
2
Sec.
N
NE
SE
19, and W
known
have
the
F.
We,
undersigned,
J. Cheney for the last 15 ye&-- - and be- NE 4 NW
and NW 4 NW
lieve him perfectly honorable in all Section 20 Township 21 N, Range 3
business transactions and financially E, N. M. P. Meridian, has .filed notice
able to carry out any obligations made of intention to make final five year
by his firm.
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Eliseo Lucero,
WALDINS. KINN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
probate clrek, at Tierra Amarilla, N.
Is
taken
Hall's Catarrh Cure
intern M., on the 26th day of August, 1910.
Claimant names as witnesses:
ally, acting directly upon the blood
ik and mucous surfaces of the
Placido Archuleta, Luciano de Hersystem.
Tru- X Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents rera. Florenclo Vigil, Ygnacio
M.
N.
Jj! per bottle.
Sold by all Druggists.
Jillo, all of Coyote,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
)J!
Take Hall's Family Pills fn Con- -

rm
J.r
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WE SHAVE DOWN OUR PRICES WHEN WE FIRST MARK OUR
GOODS.

EVERYTHING IN OUR STORE RUNS SMOOTHLY, BECAUSE WE
ALWAYS KEEP ON HAND A FULL STOCK OF EVERYTHING A
FIRST-CLASHARDWARE STORE SHOULD CARRY.
WE STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL AND "MAKE GOOD"
ON EVERY DEAL. OUR VALUES ARE PLAIN TO SEE.
S

Phone

No

14.

If it's Hardware

WSfiJJS

We have it.

je

j

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
PICTURE

130

FRAMING

125 p1Vejk

RED
TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

i--

i--

4

DONE.

4,

1--

i

Ail kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS

FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

LEO

KCH

Grail, Potatoes,

j

C-- re.

1-- 4

1--

Salt ani Seeds

1EXICAN HATS

ALL

PRICES.

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
No Need to Cut.

1--

1--

1-- 2

1--

1-- 4;

S E. Corner of Plaza.

S

1--

Lump

CERR1LLCS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,

Kztuas.vS
Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
As a Protection for yourself demand anAbstraet

jouhave an absolute title to the property

Do you know

which

tou

whether

now own?

Absracts of Title,
THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
Furnished by

Catron Block

Santa Fe, N,

1--

ptAraortps hm

Qm

Right Goods
Right Service

M

STU

Tbl Black 76

YOMTZ watches

MANWAOTUMR

Mexican

P

filigree
jewelry

;ri0r

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

S 345 San Francisco St.

SAfiTA FE,

Register,

patlon.

i

1-- 2

1--

4

1--

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

It'

1--

1--

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

i

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed,

w O1

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

1

1)APH&oNrKiHT

W.

M.

PJ"

It is to your advantage to trade here. We
l'Ul 1UU1 UW1I UUUU the claim that we sell better qoods than anv one
else, for we offer you the best grades in all our lines that is possible to produce
"OUR GOODS ARE RIGHT"

Wrr Vauii IItttm

"OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT"
and "WE SERVE YOU RIGHT"

Phone

213

's Pharmacy

"The Store Everybody Likes'

iT

.

E

SonT

1
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that any expense incurred in excess publican victory

USB

It May Appoint Its Employes
and Pay Them

!

Washington, D. C, Aug. 9. A decision of the treasury is as follows:
The Honorable, the Secretary of the

Interior:
Sir:: I am in receipt of your

of July 14, 1910, as follows:
"The department is in receipt ,of IN
two communications from the secretary of Arizona dated July 7, 1910;
one of which is as follows: 'The let-

ter refers to disbursements of the appropriation in the Arizona statehood
act, and the necessity of additional
clerical assistance in his office. That
it had been the custom of the legislature to provide a stenographer and
clerk during the session at $150 per

vention.

"This appropriation is expended under your direction, but I do not understand this to mean that you are empowered to officer such convention or
to control the amount and nature of
its expenses. If such were the intent
of Congress it would undoubtedly
have used different language from
what it did use to show such intent.
"A constittuional convention so controlled would be an anomaly. The
clause in the section, supra, providing

hundred more seats put in today
to accommodate the boosters, Adobe
Grand.
A

IP EfflA

LAOIDBY

For Best Laundry Work
basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY at O. K Barber Shop
Mrs. P O. BROWN Ajrent
Phone No. 23 Red

WOOiiY'S HACK LIKE
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
North South
Bounds Trains.

Meets Both

Leaves Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered hack
teams.

Tiling:

arrival ot
arrives at
any other
and good

ictts iIa3ce

longer Crmfcrta."fcle.
FARE Trip

Pas

$5.00

iSSSESSiS

PRINTERS

"P. J. TRACEWELL,
"Comptroller."

ter

treasury not otherwise appropriated,
for defraying all and every kind and
character of expense incident to the
elections and convention provided for
in this Act; that is, the payment of
the expenses of holding the election
for members of the 'onstitutional convention and the election for the ratification of the constitution, at the
same rates that are paid for similar
services under the territorial laws,
and for the payment of the mileage
for and salaries of menvbers of the
constitutional convention, at the same
rates that are paid to members of the
said territorial legislature under national law, and for the payment of all
proper and necessary expenses, officers, clerks, and messengers thereof,
and printing and other expenses Incident thereto: Provided, That any expense incurred in ex: cess of said sum
of one hundred thousand dollars shall
be paid by said state. The said money
shall be expended under the direction
of the secretary of the interior, and
shall be forwarded to be locally exAripended in the present territory of
zona, through the secretary of said
and
territory, as may be necessary secreof
the
discretion
in
the
proper
tary of the interior, in order to carry
out the full intent and meaning of
this act.
The comptroller says: "Answering
your questions in the order of submission 'If the appointment of additional clerks in the office of the secretary of the territory is a necessary
incident growing solely out of the
election and the holding of the constitutional convention called for in
the act, supra, you are authorized to
appoint them for the time necessary
to accomplish the purposes of their
appointment, fixing, and paying their
salaries from the one hundred thousand dollars appropriation.
"I have heen unable to find anything
in the act in question which gives you
any power or authority to fix the
number or the amount of compensation of the employes or clerks of the
constitutional convention provided for
in this act, such matters being wholly
within the discretion of the said con-

this

e

let-

month.' "
The other letter requests advice;
if the secretary of Arizona is to exercise any supervision over this convention in the matter of expenditure
for offices and clerical help for the
said body. Or, is the convention authorized, as is the territorial legislature, to employ clerical assistance
at- will,. without the sanction of the in- terior department or the office of the
secretary of Arizona.
The secretary of the interior requests answers whether he is to determine the amount that shall be paid
for additional clerical assistance in
the office of the secretary of Arizona
on account of the special elections
and
and constitutional convention;
also whether the department is charged with the duty of supervision over
the expenditure for clerical assitance
for the constitutional convention, or
wehther that is a matter within the
discretion of the constitutional convention itself.
Also requests advice, whether the
bond given by the secretary of Arizona, as special disbursing agent, of
$20,000, is sufficient for the disbursement of the amount appropriated by
Congress.
The comptroller says: "The questions submitted arise under section 35
(Public Act No. 219, approved June
20, 1910), to enable the people of Arizona to form a constitution and state
government and be admitted into the
Union of states, which section reads":
Sec. 35. That the sum of one hundred thousand dollars, or so much
thereof as may be necessary, is hereby
apporpriated, out of any money in the

in

Democratic county.

6C0-932- ).

COnOLLEHESDECISIGN
No Limitation Upon Constitution
Makers in That
Respect.

otherwise county delecation to a clause in the
constitution assuring the adoption of
an equitable standard for assessments
The Republican's
of
Guadalupe and a pruvision that inability to read
Hi' write the
English language shall
county held an enthusiastic, harmonious and well attended convention at not lie a bar to county, district or
Santa Rosa yesterday and nominated i!iimirij,al office or to jury duly.
the following ticket out of twelve persons named in the convention:
CapWeak women should read my "Book
tain J. J. Clancy, of Clancy in the Xo. 4 for Women." It tells of Dr.
eastern part of the county; J. J. Mois-- Snoop's
Night Cure. Tells how these
and Tranquilino Labadie of Santa soothing,
healing, antiseptic supposiRosa and Salome Martinez of Pinta-da- .
tories,
quick and certain help.
bring
The ticket is a winning one. The The l!ook is free. Address Dr.
disbursement of the appropriation in
Shoop,
question, I held in a very similar mat- resolutions adopted endorse and praise Racine, Wis. Stripling Burrows Co.
ter, 39 Ms. Comp. Dec. 319), that in the national and territorial adminismy judgment it was unnecessary to trations and Delegate to Congress W.
H. Andrews; declare against county
The fire proof asbestos mud theater,
require additional bond.
hiAdobe Grand.
and
the
division;
this
of
Guadalupe
pledge
nature,
however,
"Questions,
should, if you have any serious doubts
concerning them, be referred to the
attorney general for his opinion.
"Respectfully,
of such $100,000 shall be paid by the
new state to be formed, is directly
oppose to the idea that you fix and
regulate the expenditures of this constitutional convention. See in this
connection decisions of this office on
similar questions arising on the admission of the territory as a state.
(:;9 Ms. Comp. Deed
"With reference to the sufficiency
and liability of the present bond of
the secretary of the territory for the

BOSS
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We Want New Mexico and Arizona business. Wehave the
product and represent some of the best concerns in the country, can make the prices right and want to figure with you.

POUTICRL PASTURES

Both the Democrats and the Republicans of Grant county having failed
to commit themselves to a prohibition
clause in the constitution the
League speaks of putting up a
ticket of its own.

n

Anti-Saloo-

At a primary held by the Democrats

at Artesia, Eddy county,
Skeen received

Dr.

M.

....

P.

j

f'Hinn,, j'f

11

r

1,

imn

240 votes and Albert

The former wasj
therefore declared Artesia's Demo-cratetic choice for the constitutional
Blake

71

votes.

1

convention.

,

j

The Republicans of Grant county
on Saturday nominated the following
ticket for the election on September
6: W. D. Murray of Silver City;!
Frank R. Coon of Lordsburg; M. W.
Porterfleld of Silver City and Mat.
Fowler of Silver City.
The Democratic Club at Albuquerque will this evening discuss methods
for holding a direct primary. It aps
of the Demopears that
crats have a very hazy idea of what
is meant by a direct primary and all
of them are at sea when it comes to
conducting one.
nine-tenth-

MIEJILE PATENT HIGH SPEED JO 15 AND NEWS SEVEN COLUMN QUARTO PRESS as described above.
This press lias been used very little and is of the late up to date make as are being built today. It is practically and
to all purposes and in appearance as good as new. It was taken in exchange from a daily newspaper whose circulamachine.
tion demanded a flat bed press. The purdiai-e- r putting in a
The Santa Fe New Mexican is now being produce on the same style, size and kind of press purchased
rom us about two years ago.

Both the Republican and Democratic conventions of Dona Ana county will meet at Las Cruces on August
20 but there will be no fusion. The
Republicans say that if they nominate
a ticket composed of Judge Frank W.
Parker, W. A. Fleming Jones, Isidoro
Armijo and Alberto Fountain they will
carry the county by at least 1,000 majority. Dr. R. E. McBride, H. B. Holt,
Colonel W. H. H. Llewellyn could have
places on the ticket, no doubt, but it
is said that they" will refuse to make
the race.

"Every man who has visited Carlsbad within the last three months can
tell you that there is more feeling
right now between two contending elements in Carlsbad than there ever was
on the part of either against Artesia.
If you do not believe that go down
to the county seat and keep your eyes
open and you will be convinced. It is
not a personal matter between W. H.
Wood well and C. R. Brice; bo far as
we know there is no personal quarrel between them ; it is a ruction between elements." Artesia Advocate.
The Democrats of Torrance county
have nominated Frank F. Jennings of
Willard; J. F. Lasater of Estancia,
and Jose de Jesus Romero of Punta
for delegates to the constitutional convention. The county convention met
at Estancia on Saturday. The county
committee is composed of W. D. Was-so- n
of Estancia, chairman; J. T. Kel-le- y
of Willard, secretary; W. A. Brum-bacof Estancia, assistant secretary.
The executive committee is Charles
R. Easley of Estancia, J. M. Smith of
Moriarty, J. Foster eBinhart of Willard, H. O. Martinez of Mountairair
and J. E. Braxton of Estancia.
h

The Democrats of Colfax county on
Monday in convention at Raton nominated the following ticket: John Mor
row, of Raton; Howard L. Bickley of
Raton; Benjamin Fulghum of Raton;
Thomas Owen of Folsom and Emelio
Valdez of Springer. In the evening
a mass meeting was addressed
A. Jones of Las Vegas.

We have and can supply with this press an S page Dexter folder complete with pasters and trimmers, which can be
attached to the press delivering the paper into the folder.The same equipment as is used by the New Mexican. There
is also a table that goes with the folder for receiving thepaper when the folder is not in operation.
with
If you are in the market now or expect to be in the nearfuture, would suggest that you get
us at once as this press will not remain very long on thcinarket.

REBUILT CYLINDER PRESSES,
jers, front fly delivery, air springs, livery, air springs, three tracks, base ing box at third and fourth fold, flat in
fix rack at second fold, turning out 8 and
No. 2158. "Optimus" Babcock, No. hinged roller frame, back up, impres plate, side steam and overhead
5, Two Revolution.
Size bed 29x43, sion trip, four tracks, box frame, base tures. Excellent press for newspaper. 10 page periodicals and 8, 16, 24 and
size type matter 23x16, four form roll- plate, side steam and overhead fix- periodical, book and half tone work. 32 page book forms. Equipped with
and
No. 2107. R. Hoe & Co., Job and fountain paster for 16 pages
ers, table distribution, front printed tures.
Tuun
Rounlii. News Drum Cylinder. Bed 29x42 (5 rotary paster at second fold.
r.amnhcll
side up delivery, air springs, sheet Nn
Dexter Combination
slitter, back up, impression trip, sideion. Size bed 37x52, size type mat quarto,) rear tapeless delivery, rack No. 2170.
Folder. With
steam and overhead fixtures. Descrip- ter 32x49, four rollers, table distribu- and cam distribution, two form roll- Book and Periodical
tion Barnhart's catalog.
tion, front fly delivery, four tracks, ers, air springs, base plate, side covering attachment. Win fold periodicals 4, 8 and 16 pages, the cover
No. 2115. "Optimus" Babcock, Two springs, base plate, equipped for di steam and overhead fixtures.
"Commercial" ing attachment adding 4 pages or
No. 2106. Cranston
Revolution, No. 43. Size bed 28x41,! rect motor connection, or can be supsize type matter 23x46, three form roll-- 1 plied with side steam and overhead Pony Drum. Size bed 21x28. rear forminz 20 pages publication; with
itapeless delivery, two form rollers fountain paster for 16 pages and rot
ers, table distribution, front printed fixtures.
side up delivery, air springs, sheet No. 2156. Campbell, Two Revolu rack cam distribution, air springs, ary pasters for 8 pages and for add-ine- r
the four page cover, thus folding
motion, base plate, side steam
f slitter back up, impression trip, side tion. Size bed 29x36, size type mat- - back-uand nastine complete 8. 16 and 20
steam and overhead fixtures. Descrip- for 24x33, four form rollers, table dis and overhead fixtures.
tion Barnhart's catalog.
tribution, front fly delivery, fouri No. 2268. Cranston Drum. Size of page periodicals. Will also fold 4, 8,No. 2159. "Optimus" Babcack Pony tracks, springs, base plate, equipped bed 30x43, (five quarto) rear tapeless 16, 24 and 32 page book forms. EquipNo. 3, Two Revolution.
Size bed 26x for direct motor connection, or can be delivery, air springs, two form rollers, ned with slowdown attachment and
32, size type matter 21x28, two form supplied with side steam and over- rack and cam distribution, base plate, automatic sheet register at first fold.
Will take a sheet 38x58 down to 25x38
side steam and overhead fixtures.
rollers, table distribution, front print head fixtures.
and intermediate sizes. Machine prac
B ed side up delivery, air springs, back No. 2152. Scott Pony No. 3, Two No. 2162. Scott Drum Cylinder.
Size bed 25x31, size type Size bed 29x42, (five quarto) rear tape tically and to all purposes as good as
up, liiipi tJSSlUIl Lily, aiUC DtCttUl a.uu Revolution.
overhead fixtures. Description Barn matter 21x37, two form rollers, table less delivery, rack and cam distnbu new.
CUTTERS.
Lart's catalog.
distribution, front fly delivery, geared tion, two form rollers, air springs
No. 2165. Seybold
"Holyoke."
No. 2122. C. B. Cottrelf Sons & Co., interchangable vibrator rollers, air back-umotion, base plate, box frame,
No. 5 Two Revolution. Size of bed springs, box frame, base plate, coun side steam and overhead fixtures.
Power, 38 inch, automatic clamp, trip
treadle and extra knife. Practically
FOLDERS.
33x46, size type matter 28x42, four ter, jigger, sheet slitter, side steam
No. 2167. Eclipse. Seven column new.
form rollers, table distribution, geared and overhead fixtures. Late make.
vibrated rollers, front fly delivery, air No. 2157. R. Hoe & Co., Three Rev quarto, hand feed, four and eight No. 2166. Brown & Carver, "Os
wego." Power, 38 inch, automatic
springs, hinged roller frame, back up olution. Seven quarto, two form roll pages with trimmer.
No. 2169. Dexter. Four and eight clamp, treadle, with extra knife. Prac
impression trip, four tracks, box ers, rack and pinon distribution,
frame, base plate, Ude steam and over springs, box frame, base plate, side page, seven quarto, attachable to rear tically new.
steam and overhead fixtures. A very (delivery press.
JOBBERS.
head fixtures.
Roll.
No. 1946. Dexter
No. 2123. C. B. Cottrell Sons & Co., fast press for newspaper work.
We have 15 or 20 good late
Drop
as
advise
Folder.
Revolution.
Two
will
2161.
No. 3, Two Revolution. Size bed 27x
Periodical and
No.
date jobbers and if you
Xewpaper
Potter,
Seven quarto, four form rollers, Takes a sheet 40x54 down to 25x38 and 'to size, will take pleasure in making
39, size type matter 22x35, four rollers,
table distribution, geared vibrator roll- - table distribution,
tapeless rear de Intermediate sizes. Delivers in pack quotations.
p

p

up-to-

by A.

COTTRELL SIX QUARTO TRIUMPH WITH TABLE
DISTRIBUTION

The Republican county convention
of Torrance county at Estancia yes
terday nominated William Mcintosh,
A. B. McDonald and Acasio Gallegos
for delegates to the constitutional
convention. It is a ticket that is sure
to sweep the county.

We haveboxed and ready for Shipment at El Paso Texas a SIX
column Quarto Triumph Cottress Press as shown above.
This press is the late up to date pattern the same as being built
the
Cottrell Company today. It has table distribution, air springs,
by
tapeless delivery, patent hinged roller frame, side steam and cone
overhead fixtures and
be supplied with cast rollers, extra cores
This press is practically as good as new and we will guarantee it so.
Price F. O. B. cars El Paso, Texas, $850.00
time basis, or for spot cash $750.00.
Act quickly as the press will be shipped
to Dallas if not sold immediately.

The Democrats of Roosevelt county
have split beyond Ihope of reconsilia-tio- n
faction
and the Couipton-Hil- l
withdrew from the county convention
at Portales on Saturday and named as
its candidates for delegates to the

constitutional

contention:

C

v-i- ll

M.

Compton, James Hill and J. Goldsmith. The other faction nominated
Judge McGill of La Lande, Judge
Reese of Portales and W. W. Van
Winkle of Rogers. The latter are
pledged to Prohibition over which the
split occurred. This assures a Re- -

VENNEY PRINTERS SUPPLY COMPANY,

TYPE
LRIS?xS!
SUPPLIES

WHMHMMHBHnia

Ei

PRINTING, BOOKBINDING, FOLDING

MACHINERY
South Ervay St.

Dallas Texas.

SOUTHESTERN

AGENTS

THE
SEYBOLD MACHINERY
POTTER OFFSET PRESS
BROWN FOLDER CO.
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news yesterday gave at least seven
instances in which persons were shot
and killed or wounded simply because
a ;:tui was handy.
in Quay county killA htmit jtcaili-because the gun happened
ed hiiiss-'vito be handy.
in Union county confessed
Two
killed a man against whom
that th.-liie gun was
they had no grievance,
merely handy and they were drunk
In Guadalupe county, a young man
hail to pick forty shots out of his
hide, because some one else had a
gun handy.
In the Capitan mountains, a twelve
year old boy, shot himself through
tne lungs because tne gun was so:
handy that he played with it.
At Mescalero, an Indian
shot ai
white man, because the Indian hap-- '
pened to have a gun handy.
At Roswell, an eight year old boy
fired at another boy, because the first
boy's father left his gun stand where
it was handy.
old woman at El
A twenty-yea- r
Paso, killed herself by shooting, because she was accustomed to having
a revolver handy.
This is only one day's picking of
news within two hundred miles of
Santa Fe. This morning the very
first dispatch received
told of the
shooting of Mayor Gaynor by a fellow accustomed to having
a gun
handy, and who incidentally was
drunk and had lost $300 gambling.
The second dispatch told of a shooting in Luna county of a sheepherder
by a cattleman who always kept his
In the supreme
court
gun handy.
was argued an appeal of a man who
K'illed annilbpr with a pain that urnvoH
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fhd Oldest Banking Institution in

Hew Mexico.

'

Established

In

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

7.30 v. iSl.
H. H. UORMAN,

$150,000
80.000

general banking business in ail its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on al! kinds of
personal and collateral security. Bays and st'.Is bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
domestic and fef iigri exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civiiized world on as Hbcsal terms
as are given by any money tran&miting agency public or
private. Interest allowed oa tims deposits at the rate ef three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of lis, pairons in the banking Sine,
and aims to extend to them as libera) treatment in ail re.;pacts,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of seund b&nk- ing. Safety deposit boxes for real. The patronage of the
public
re&peciuily solicited.
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land have tested to 1500 gallons per
ANOTHER NEW FAD.
in
eastern
minute. To transmit the electric cur- A Democratic exchange
NY w .Mexico, is now bellowing for a:
rent from the power plant to the wells,
clause in the constitution that will CO
Santa Fe Commandei
No.
poles have been erected
asure minority representation in tfoej miles 225of miles
1, K. T. Regular conclave
A
wire.
of copper
carying
fourth Monday in each
legislature. Of course this is only. firm of
Wichita, Kan., promoted the
one demand of many, but this is decid-month at Masonic Hall at
and
contracted
i.fllv a novel one. Under the old and big irrigation project
7:30 p. m.
for the installation of the plant.
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
accepted system, 'if even- county has
"In connection with this account it
'.V. E. GRIFFIN,
a Republican majority then every
Recorder.
member of the legislature would be is interesting to know that in the
arBut this wiseacre
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
pump irrigation project at Demlng,
Republican.
14th degree.
gues that this may occur when the water is raised 45 feet by gasoline
Ancient and Acceptel
entire vote of the Republican party power with full duplicate plant operScottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
is only a few thousand more than the ated by electricity from the Deming
on the third Monday of each month
entire vote of the Democratic party. Ice and Power Company. The rates
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
For instance, 35.000 Republican votes for water are 20 cents per 1000 for
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza
so distributed that each county would less than 5000 gallons, 15 cents up to
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corgo Republican, would have 30 repre- 15000 gallons, 12 2 cents up to 32,- dially invited to attend.
sentatives in the legislature, while 000 gallons. 10 cents per 1000 for over
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
toQ 1)andv
32,000 Democratic votes so distribut- 32,000 gallons.
Venerable Master
The quantity of wa
Isn't it about time that common HENRY F.
ed as to give the party no majority ter that can be raised in this way ap- STEPHENS, 32.
sense
as
as
well
law
ihat
rliVtntprl
in any county, would not have
Secretary.
pears to be unlimited, and its develop- - keeillg a gun too handy is & crime
It ment
in the legislature.
is very cheap.
The
should
th.lt
be
in
resented
civ.
every
B. P. O. E.
may even occur that a total minority projects are being successfully devel- jjized community?
vote may be so distributed that it
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E
C
us the city of Deming will also
oped,
has a majority vote in the legislaholds its regular session on the secget municipal water supply upon very
The serious wounding of Mayor Gay- ond and tourth
ture.
Theoretically this is an in- advantageous terms.
Wednesday of each
nor of New York today by a crank month.
equality, but in practice, it works
brothers are invited
Visiting
"The Rio Grande valley has been calls attention to one phase of public and welcome.
itself out satisfactorily and this is
A. J. FISCHER,
the
life that is too often forgotten when J. D. SENA,
not the time to experiment, although very backward about developing
Exalted Ruler
among the many proposed measures pump irrigation projects. There is no socialistic agitators rant against exSecretary.
not
should
of political reform there are few that reason why this valley
isting authorities. The capable man
are more interesting than those which have been productive under pumping who runs for public office not only
Knights of Pythias.
seek to give a larger and more just for the last 10 or 20 years. Even now sacrifices financially but makes other
n
Santa Fe T.nr1rf Nn 9 PTnio-Vitrepresentation to minority parties. it would pay to put in pumping plants, sacrifices upon the public altar for Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
The system of districting a state, reclaim the land, plant orchards and which he receives but little apprecia Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock In I.
when the districts are fairly and hon- otther crops, and get the land in good tion. He must mix with elements that O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit
estly made, usually results in a fairly shape for maximum profits."
may be utterly repugnant to him; he, ing Knight's invited to attend.
TTT
must alienate friends and relatives
equitable division between parties.
AUGUST REINGARDT C. C.
But not always. For example, in one
off at times, and to cap the climax he is ;OHN K. STAUFFER, K. R. S
shows
a
This
year
falling
again
state a party which cast thirty-seveof the assessment of Santa Fe coun- - picked out as a legitimate victim by
per cent of the votes for President in
ty. Assessor Trinidad Alarid sought to every crank, both good natured and
190$, elected but two per cent of the
do his duty, but he could not prevent vicious. No wonder that most men of
members of the legislature.
decline. Other counties great ability cannot be persuaded to;
the
There have been many plans for like apparent
show a substantial in- -' serve the dear people as public offl- - j LAZA
Grant
SHOP
remedying the inequalities of the or- .crease, the latter county reporting an cails for the dear public is the most
dinary election system. Some of the assessment more than twice that of unjust , the most ungrateful task-- j
For
schemes are simple, some complex.
year? the only
Santa Fe county. As a consequence, master that one may choose for him-- j
class
first
AVhat is known as the "Hare system"
tonsorial parlor
Fe county will have a hard time self. Mayor Gaynor has sought to
invented by an Englishman, proposed Santa
in
Santa
Fe.
for the new state to ad- give New York a model administrato allow the voter to vote for a cer- when it comes
tax
matters.
There is already a uon, to eliminate vice ana to encour-spiri- t
OUR NEW PITCH
just
tain number of persons in the order
determined
of
opposition to the age virtue, patriotism and thrift. His
TREATMENT
of his preference. As soon as A rereward was abuse by foe and friend
ceived enough votes to elect him, all clauses of the enabling act providing
is
and in the end an assassin's bullet,
guaranteed to cure, (not ouly
the rest of the votes given to him as for the payment of Santa Fe county's
a
federal
with
relieve,
indebtedness
railroad
Diadruff, falling hair &
secto
were
the
choice
first
assigned
- other
of
referenand
The
initiative
the
and
recall,
assumption
scalp irritations. We also
against
ond choice of those voters; and so on. grant
That system was tried for a few the other debts of all counties by the dum are nothing new. They were dis- carry a complete line of ail the
coun- carded by Greece more
than two popular hair acd facial tonics.
years in the election of overseers of new state, simply because those
Harvard College, and was abandoned ties in which assessments have been thousand years ago because they HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & HITCH
because the voters all graduates of wtfat they ought to be, and debts have meant an unstable government. Even
BATHS BATHS BATHS
the college could not understand it. been kept down, resent tFie attitude of school boys have read of the banishstatesment
of
the
have
Aristides,
which
Fe
greatest
like
Santa
Of course it is therefore not adapted counties
Ageuts HLTBBS LAUNDRY
to the understanding of "the man in been putting in assessments far below man Athens ever produced. Athens had
in
those
and
the
recall
A
upon
been.
days
polshould
have
us, wewillbeffladtocallfor vour
the street."
what they
of some political heelers who laundry n Mondays and Tuesdays
Another system is that which has icy of that kind is sure to react and.liative
were jealous of him. the question of and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
been in use in the election of mem- Santa Fe county should show its good
his banishment or ostracism was reAll work is guaranteed; yo..r
for
a
stand
complete
faith
by
House
bers of the Illinois
taking
of Represocks
are mended and buttons
to
came
ferred
The
the
populace.
day
tne
and
sentatives for more than thirty years. and equitable assessments
sewed on you shirts, without
for the referendum and the great maThree members are chosen in each prompt collection of delinquent taxes.
extra charge.
jority of citizens cast the oyster
district. The voter may give one
on which their decision was FHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122
shells
vote each to three candidates, one and
The large number of opinions handAristides. When one
a half each to two, two to one and ed down by the Territorial Supreme written, against
.,.., w1lv hp. hnt, .,nipA
(liti,pn ,
one to a second, or three votes to Court
today, in most instances in;asainst so great and good a nmn he
one candidate.
cases argued and submitted only at repiied : "I am tired of hearing him'
It, is said that abuses have arisen this term, discloses a very gratifying
ralled The Justm History also re-- !
under this system that it gives an state of affairs. It means that litiga-- pords tlhat Athens was
too gladj
undue advantage to the "bosses" of tion is being disposed of in the quick- - to recall Aristides fromony
banishment,
each party, which they use in secur- est possible time and removes
the Filldins, tna1; the initiatlve referen-- '
ing themselves in power. Like al- stigma that attaches to cases going dum and recall undermined the re-- ;
most every measure for securing min- over unnecessarily from term to term.
public and caused
anarchy,
they
ority lrepre.sentat.ion
by artificial It means also hard work for the abandoned it, but too late to save the
means, it sometimes gives, in certain judges. Listening to arguments dur- republic.
j
districts, a majority representation to ing the day, and looking up authorithe minority party.
ties and writing opinions at night,
It. is results that count in business
Under such minority representation is a continuous performance that in as well as in
government. The Payne-Aldric- h
the large Republican vote in south- time exhausts the most virile and
WHERE PRICES ARE
has pulled the nation
tariff
of
session
The
eastern New Mexico would not be energetic.
present
LOWEST FOR
out
an
fix.
of
The
of
expenses
ugly
without representation at Santa Fe, the Supreme Court with Chief Jus- the
were outrunning the inQUALITY.
country
is
William
H.
Pope'
tice
presiding,
while the large Democratic
vote in
no remedy but disome of the Rio Grande counties setting a precedent of hard work that come; there seemed
taxation, when the passage of the
would have its representation too. will exert a wholesome influence in rect
Payne-Aldric- h
tariff, performed the
In other words, in a commonwealth the future, for which not only the
like New Mexico these things bal- chief justice, however, but also his same wonders that a hundred and
Olive Oil
ance themselves and no, advantage associates, should receive due credit. more years before made Alexander
Hamilton great, the production of a
would be gained by either party. Why
revenue equal and surpassing the na- therefore cumber the constitution
The Republicans of Guadalupe coun- tion's
The Ideal in Purity.
expenditures, and that without'
with the proposition at all?
ty in their resolutions adopted yestertaxadirect
the
by
people
burdening
day bring up an important point which tion. The fiscal year before, the gov- For those who want
PUMPING FOR IRRIGATION.
should be embodied in the constituran cenind b8,734,r.5; last
the best
The New Meixcan called attention tion. That is a guarantee against dis- eminent
fiscal year it came out ahead more
Olive Oil, we strongly
the other day to the great triumph franchisement of the native-borpeo"SYLMAR" It, is
that the people of Portales achieved ple of the Territory and also a pro- than $25,000,000. Theseto results should
the Payne4
the opposition
the fir&t presbottled
from
by installing a power plant to pump vision that they shall not be barred quiet
water from wells for irrigation. The from jury duty or county, district or Aldrich tariff even in the camp of the
of California's Choising
El Paso Herald goes into the subject municipal office because of language. enemy.
cest. Its purity is absofurther when it says:
New Mexico dare not permit itself to
lute. A more wholesome
An important decision of the comp"One of the most notable pump ir- follow the lead of Democrats in Arior more delicious Olive Oil
of the U. S. treasury departrigation projects in the United States zona who disfranchised Spanish speak- troller
would be impossible to
it
tlhat.- the
ment
holds
act
enabling
is at Portales, in eastern rsrew Mexico. ing citizens.
the
limitation
no
constiupon
places
produce""
One 750 horse power Westlnghouse
tutional conventions of New Mexico
ALSO CARRY
producer gas engine is already in
is a pity that the society wom- and Arizona a3 to the number and pay
It
operation and will pump water from en at Naragansett Pier, that is, some of the
OF RIPE OLIVES
LINE
employes. Whatever expense
A second
47 wells already completed.
of them, find it necessary to engage is not covered, by the $100,000 appro750 horse power unit will be running in
cards and gambling in order to kill priation of Congress, the new Htate
in a day of two and the full equipment time. It is not so much a
sign of must bear. However, it is to be hopof 70 wells will be in operation by
as of lack of culture, edu- ed, that this is not an invitation to
depravity
next week.
cation and training, for the man or
nor an excuse for pil"The Portales plant is the largest ir- woman whose early education has not extravagance,
a big debt for the new state
up
ing
rigation pumping plant in the United been neglected finds more content- to pay. The constitutional convention
States operated with producer gas. ment and enjoyment in books and of New Mexico ..should get along with
Ten thousand acres will be irrigated. brooks, in study and work, than in as few employes as possible, it. should
COMPANY
Each well has a 15 or 20 horse power card playing and gambling. It is give places only to those competent
motor and a six inch centrifugal pump only the nature that lacks resource- - and pay them no more than their
pumping 900 gallons per minute; some fulness that finds it necessary to kill services would command in coinmer-- of the wells have a larger capacity time in idle dissipation.
cial fields.
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WLLIVM VAUGHN pROP,

the Best Hotels

One of

Cuisine and
Table Service

,

in

the West

Sample
Lrge
Room for Com-

Unexcel led

mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE
AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

sf

j
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A
'

n

r
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i

r

iris

.

BARBER

UKiSW

E. LACOME;
Proprietc

i9

j
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HOTEL

j

Tdphorie Station.

Long Distance

Steam Heated: Electric

j

FIRST CLASS CAFE

Lighted, Evsry Room

IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

PtlKSS TDK BUTTON WE

DO

THE REST.

FULL C0URSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.

Wfi ATP

'If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx yon can get a hot
supper ready to eat and you will not have to

M

HUH

wait.

Serving

Our increasing patronage is the
best proof that we merit yours.

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPKProprietor

RATES

$1.00 A DAY

AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

1

egg's Peerless Hote

,

j
'

GROCERS

EUROPEAN PLAN

The only first class Hotei in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE in
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
men.
Give us a trial if you want first class service,

SAFE

Sylmar

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

II

y

WIV1.

SPECIAL
SALE

GREGG Prop.

during entire
month of

JULY
1910

All Summer Dress

Goods, Silks, Novelties, Lawns
Laces, Embroideries and Ladies Knit and Muslin
Underwear.
ALL ARE THIS SPRING and
S UMMER GOODS LATEST STYLESand DESIGNS

n

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM
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soft
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H. S. KAUNE

GINGER ALE,
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PHONE 26
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Tffophem Bed 35 aod km
your orders delivered

Wwig ra suggested to tbe tiiirsty s something
eool aod

invitm
WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
BfctK, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE ItilKCRAL WATERS.

SANTA

FE BOTTLING WORKS.

All drinks m4 from filtered water.
mTK
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'
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HENRY KRICK, Proprietor
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L. L. West, of Oklahoma City, is
here oq legal business.
H. nry Hunter of Ft Sumner, is at
jthc Gregg's hotel.
F. Lamar of Aiiiiuta, Maine, is aj
salesman at the Palace.
11. A. Wol ford, an attorney from

&

....L".J

ARE YOU GfilN' FISHIN' MR. SPQRTftlAN?

rinuuiuhL mluiiuii.

3 fft

--

,Vse the
" BRISTOL5

j

fr

j

j

If you are

Trout.

mjmf.v.
T
tackle, and a few other
supplies, We've got 'em all, everything
that you need. Just call at our store and
he will be glad to
talk to OUR MAN WHO
eUe
tell you the best bait, the right flies, ar.d
you wish to know.
9

you

1

'Ji&jf

L&lL

Hillsboro, is at the Palace.
Leon B. Stein, au Albuquerque busi- j uess man, is a visitor in the capital,
A. L. Bird, a mining man from Hills-- !
i
J
i
jboro, Sierra county, is at the Palace.
...
'
.
i ..
.
.'I M
Percy C. Wilson, an attorney from
...
v lW.H?i-Silver City, is here on legal business.
Miss Inez Hjort, of Saiina, Kan., is
V.f.L'..
the guest of Miss Mabel Hickman of
COM Pi IN AND G KT AC
this city.
QUAINTFD WI'J II HIM
P. E. Holland, of Trinidad, and W.
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
ri - F. Brown of Denver, are mining men!
ADVANTAGE.
j in the city.
j
Donaciano Angel and Maurilio Cha- at the
j vez of (lalisleo, are registered
S
Coronado hotel.
i
R. Lewis. ,T. S. Sheehan and A. M.
Duke i
City and are at the Claire.
If 200 YEARS AGO one of your ancestors had banked only 200 dollars
Attorney Charles R. Kasley is up j
at 5 per cent compound interest and you had that $200 and the interest,
from Estancia visiting his parents,
New
from
Our Line is ali new and complete in every
would
reach
chain
a
dollar
were
each
a link in chain, that
bill
General and Mrs, C. F. Easley.
York to San Francisco .
Good Roads Engineer J. D. Meri- f
'afger
detail ' our
Money grows in our bank if you will let it
P'e
from
to
wether
Santa
has
returned
than
ever.
and
more
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
complete,
a survey of the Las Vegas-Morroad.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, I
Chief Justice Pope has rented the j
Dr.
P.
furnished
home
of
John
WagCome in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
&
nor on Washington avenue for three!,!
than ever before.
weeks.
j
'
.
.
G. Franklin. Flick, president of the
1
L. S. Bank and Trust Company, Is ex-- 1
SURETY BONDS
INSURANCE
pected home from Chicago some time
next week.
up
Miss Elizabeth G. Phelps who has
been visiting with relatives at Water- WE HAVE SOME EXCELLENT BARGAINS IN BOTH
town, N. Y., has gone to Buffalo, to
IMPROVED AND 'UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND
stay a while before returning to San-- '
ta Fe.
BUSINESS PROPERTY,
Chief Forester Henry S. Graves,
Wholesale & Retail
who is making a tour of the west,
Rent.
Rooms
for
Furnished
JHousesand
Dealers in
expects to be in Xew Mexico next
week and may stop over a day in
See our attractive list before bvying.
Santa Fe.
j
Harvey S. Lutz, city agent of the;
O. C- Santa Fe, has returned from a visit to
old home at Lehighton, Pa. He ents in Romeo, Mich., where the govhis
Santa Fe, New Mexico
REMEMBER THIS SIMPLE TEST
has entirely recovered from an at-- . ernor was born and spent his boyhood days. We are extremely glad to
of rheumatism.
tack
For full particulars eallon or Phone. Fed Ko. 189119 San Francisco St.
Mrs. J. S. Candelario has gone to welcome this newly wedded couple to
address the above company
Albuquerque to attend the funeral of; Taos and extend to them all of the
THE GREATEST ENEMY
Mr. many good wishes of this life. The
her uncle, Jesus Candelario.
SATISFACTION
CLoTHE-TO
Candelario will probably leave for the Kit Carcon Cornet band serenaded
Duke City tomorrow.
them on Thursday evening at their
COTTON.
Dr. Kinney, of the St. Louis division residence on Bent street and the govHA-5EEN THE
COTTON
Institute of; ernor responded with one of his enterof the Archaeological
America, has gone to the camp in the taining speeches. We are certainly
THE CLoTHE-OF
CURSE
Frijoles canon to attend lectures glad to welcome Mrs. Giddings into
Furniture-Dishes-Hous- b
BUSINESS FOR. FIFTY
the soical circle of Taos, where the
given in the summer course.
made
a
it
error
many
has
already
governor
typographical
Through
YEARS. BIG AND LITwas stated yesterday that Mrs. in-- ; warm frieds. The substitute news
TLE MANUFACTURERS
stead of Miss, Sarah Friedman is gatherer now cheerfully resigns with
and Mrs. David Lowitzki, this issue in favor of the old original,
Mr.
visiting
BEEN UNABLE To
HAVE
'
at their home on Washington avenue. whose bright sayings will be welRESIST THE TEMPTAProf. J. Nelson Fraser, the distin- - comed by his many friends." Taos
The Wagner Furniture and Undertaking Establishment.
guished educator from Bombay, India, Valley News.
TION TOCHEAPEN THEIR
who spent some days in Santa Fe this
Leon A. Pimster, a perfume salesBY CUNNING
OUTPUT
spring now is in New York City where man, is calling on the trade.
EXPERT EMBALMERS & FUNERAL DIRECTORS.
he will embark for Europe in a short
T." FBiandy, of the U. S. revenue
SUBSTITUTES
time.
office, was in Albuquerque yesterday
COTTON
PROVIDES
Sheriff Closson left today for hisj on official business.
ranch on Cow creek where he intends
EVEN THE
of A. L. Lawshe
to find if there are many fish left in' "The youngest, son
from
arrived
Washington,
yesterday
DEALERS MAY BE VICthe creek. Mr. Closson thinks he has to
join his folks who have been staya good opportunity to show the ama--'
TIMIZED BY THE FRAUD
ing at Colonel Van Patten's Dripping
teurs just how it should be done.
months."
ten
the
last
during
Colonel W. H. H. Llewellyn was Springs
GREAT PERFECTION HA"S BEEN REACHED IN
Las Cruces Citizen.
bound this afternoon for Las Vegas
"Professor J. O. Miller, registrar at
THE COTTON IMITATION.
for an important legal conference and
the college, left Wednesday
night
will return tomorrow to Santa Fe with for Detroit to attend a
THERE ARE TWO WAYS OF GETTING ALL
meeting of the
Attorney Charles A. Spiess, leaving registers of agricultural colleges to
WE
PURE WOOL. LOOK FOR OUR LABEL.
in the evening for his home at Las be held there on the loth instant. He
A
A
TO
FORFEIT
DOLLAR
THREAD
AGREE
bi'il
frit Hi
Cruces.
will visit the principal eastern burgs
"Mrs. J. F. Anton went this after-- I prior to his return the latter part of
FOR EVERY COTTON THREAD FoUND IN OUR
noon to Santa Fe accompanied by her the month." Las Cruces Citizen.
ROYAL SAMPLES.
nephew and niece, George and Helen
NO ONE HAS EVER DARED MAKE SUCH A
Hayward, whom she will take home
Mr. Gore of Oklahoma could not
to their father and motner, Mr. and see the $23,000 or $o0,000, when ofTHE ROYAL
DON'T HESITATE TO CALL
STATEMENT OR PROPOSITION.
YOUR BUILDING
The children fered, somebody should have led him
On us for information if you are in Mrs. George Hayward.
TAILORS MAKE IT IN THEIR ADVERTISING
doubt as to the value of some toilet have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. An- to it. We offer a big show for little
IN
ALL AMERICA.
will be ma'e more satisfactory in apsoap, complexion cream, talcum or ton here." Las Vegas Optic.
money at the newr Adobe Grand Thepearance and in the matter of dura- tooth powder or any other toilet ac"Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, preside- ater, the old Motley opera house, and
THE OTHER TEST IS THE IWELL KNOWN
of the Normal University, the class of entertainment will catch
cessory. We'll give it gladly and nt-elect
bility if you use
SoDA TEST. No OTHER TAILORS
CAUSTIC
has been stricken with appendicitis, greater Santa Fe. Last night was a
honestly.
WILL EVEN DISCUSS THE
IN
ALL
AMERICA
Denand is in St. Luke's hospital,
record breaker. All new tonight.
lumber'
SOME SIMPLE MEDICINES
ver, where he will submit on WednesTEST.
News Skirt Disease Readily
Cured By a
day morning to an operation.
bought of us. Do you know anything Like Jamaica Ginger, Aromatic Spirits of Dr. Robert's illness was received
WE NOT ONLY DISCUSS IT BUT WELCOME IT.
Simple Home Remedy.
about our prices? If not, you've a sur- of Ammonia, Cathartics, etc., should here yesterday by M. W. Browne, secform
are
If
from
any
you
suffering
TO
PRICES FROM
form a part of your vacation outfit. To
retary of the board of regents of the of skin or scalp disease, would you
prise in Store. Let U3 figure on your
here.
get the best, get them
Normal University.
The attack was like to get prompt relief and be pernext building.
sudden and came in the midst of Dr. manently cured by a clean, liquid
STRIPLING-BURROW- S
& Company.
Roberts' preparations to remove with preparation for external use? Stripling
Where your dollar buys the most.
r
his family to Las Vegas. Dr. Rob- Burrows & Co., the druggists, have
jEffiaasaaEsaHE
erts' illness is particularly to be re- this remedy in stock and want their
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
gretted as he had intended to come customers to know that it is recomConnection made with Automobile here about the middle of this month mended for
Blackheads,
Eczema,
PANSY PLANTS NOW.
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily. in order to get everything in readi- Pimples, Dandruff, Tetter and other
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros- ness for the opening of school. His diseases of the skin and scalp. Zemo
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros- condition, while serious, is not crit- has made some remarkable cures and
&
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves ical." Las Vegas Optic.
DESIGNS.
with each purchase of ZEMO Stripling
R. V. BOYLE Mgr.
"Hon. J. Wright Giddings, editor of Burrows & Co. will give you a booklet
TeleDhone No 148 Red
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
ARK SELLING Ol'T!
CLSREHDON POOLTRY YARDS
The
6
Taos Valley News, returned to on skin diseases and you can diagnose
m.
at
The
and
at
arrives
p.
RETSCH.
Vaughn
MRS. OTTO
FRESH LAID EGGS every day
Taos
noon
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
Thursday
accompanied by your own case and be cured in your
Rocks
bred
barred
Pure
and
White Wyandotte. Chickens
Plymouth
L. own home without any inconvenience
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and Mrs. Giddings, nee Miss Anna
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
If you want anything on earth try Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- Bedell. They were married July the or loss of time from business by this
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning
EGOS FOR HATCHING.
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
27th, at the home of the bride's par- - clean, simple preparation.
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NO BANK. ACCOUNT?
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TRUST

UNITED STATES BANK

CO.
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notice our
Windows

j

ake a little vacation next Sunday and
the Isaac Walton Fever.
take

;

REAL ESTATE

i'l

j

i

SAITA FE H ARDWARE & SUPPLY C 0

j

j

Everything in Hardware.

I

WATSON & COMPANY

j

ENTERPRISE

TENT COTS

5

Ostermoor

iattresses

j

j

j

j

Furnishings

THAT

I

HONEST

I

j

"

:nXT

j

$16.00.

W.

Charles W. Dudrow

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

It

40.00.,

TOWNSEND & CO A

,

CLARENDON
GARDEN

MILK

Hour Electric

ervice

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

We a?e

--

yi,Santa

ggSllS

for Electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs,

Fe Water

AND

BESS2ESHf I

wciil

and See
them in
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Light Company
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TUESDAY, AUGUST
New Mexico is located in the
City of
Santa Fe, and the name of the
therein ana in charge thereof,agent
and
upon whom process against the corporation may be served is EDWIN F
COARD.
In Witness Whereof, New Mexico
and Arizona Land Company
has
caused its corporate name to be hereunto subscribed by its President or

k

Company.

A

LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.

CHEAP

9, 1910.

ROUND

TRIP

RATES
TO ALL

POINTS VIA
the period
the
if
time of baby's coming,
of waiting, nor at
Mother's
Friend is used as a massage for the muscles, tendons and glands
of the body. Mother's Friend is a penetrating, healthful lini
and its corporate seal
(Read Down)
In eiTeet March 1st 1910
ment which strengthens the ligaments, lubricates and renders pliant those to be affixed and attested
(Read tip)
by its
Effective June 2nd, 1910
21
muscles on which the strain is greatest, prevents caking of the breasts by keepMiles
AT ION'S
this 22nd day of July, 1910.
20
22
etc.
and
relieves
nervousness,
ducts
the
backache,
open,
nausea,
numbness,
0
ing
(Signed.)
ll.v.. Ies Moines, N, M .Ar
5 00
ATLANTIC CITY $74.05
f 8 20
W
I 'a pul in
f 4 15
Its regular use will prepare every portion of the system for the safety of both NEW
MEXICO
AND ARIZONA
i 8 3D
20
Viml
4 05
f
and danger when the little one
and
reduce
child
the
and
f 8 50
mother
pain
25
LAND
greatly
COMPANY,
f 3 45
Thompson
ASBURY PARK
f 9 10
31
Cunniiiittiiim ..
$73.70
comes. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores. Write for our free book, which
f 3 25
By WILLIAM D. STIGER, Presi
9 35
42
House N.M. I.v
2 55
contains valuable information for expectant mothers.
dent.
BOSTON
2 30
3 55
0
;
X. M,
12 00
Katun,
;i.v.
10 On
$77.95
2 50
4 12
7
1137
9 40
THE BRADFSELD CO., ATLANTA, OA, (Corporate Seal.)
1 12
42
CHICAGO
Lv..Ulifton House N" M.Arl " 11 37
Attest:
4 30
48
$50.35
SPreston
11 20
'''fc",1-"Tiii in tjitup it
4 o(i
Ar
v 11 00
THEODORE L. BAILEY, DETROIT
(Signed.)
00
...I 510
koehlerJunotion
,A.
10 40
nnto set my hand and affixed my offi- Secretary.
$6o.35
5 00
T777TT
2
10 Si
HOTEL
cial
seal. Done at the city of Phoenix,
HOT SPRINGS
5 50
68
'.. $1010
'.."...iOolfaxT.
$44.60
the Capital, this 22nd day of June, A.
6 08
76
Cerrososo
9 42
Endorsed:
H
6 35
82
Ar
Cimarron
9 25
I,v
D
KANSAS
1910.
CITY
Palace.
00
Foreign, No. 6517,
82
l.v
$35.35
8 55
Ar
(Mmarrou
7 08
86
Cor. Rec'd Vol. 6, Page 68,
Nash
W. C. FOSTER,
l 47
Percy Wilson, Silver City; A. L. (Signed.)
88
ST.
Harlan
f8 37
LOUIS
0 9
Amendment to Articles of Incorpora35
$44.35
Territorial Audito-94
Bird, II. A. Wolionl, Hillsboro; W. S.
Ar
Ute Park, X. M.. Lv 8 20
tion of NEW MEXICO AND ARIZO- NF.W
O'Leary, Chicago; L. L. West, Okla- (Territorial Auditor's Seal.)
YORK
$75T5
Amendment to Ariticles of Incor- - NA LAND COMPANY, increasing cap
..Connects with K. P. & S. W. Ry, train Xo.124 arriving in Dawson. N M. at, 6:15
lioma; P. E. Holland, Trinidad; V. F.
p.
Connects with K. P. S. V. Ry, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N
A. C. Lerch, D. li. Simon, J. poration of New Mexico and Arizona ital stock.
a.
at
9:55
Brown,
in.
SStane tor Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Pivstn.i M t
12 Hour
I. Giuliani, Denver; W.
R. Kaffer, Land Company.
O. A S. PassonBer trains arrive and depart from He Moines as follow:
Filed in Office of Secretary of Ne
M)R1H BOUND:
V.
SOUTH BO UN
L, Edininster, Ala- Know ah Mn
Kansas City;
DAYUGHT TRAINS
Mexico, August 5, 1910, 9 a. m.
w ti,qo
No. 1.4.48 a. in.
No, 8. 10. 44 a. ill.
49 p. m.
u.osa; AI. K. Ross, St. Louis; F. LaNo. 2. U.U p. m.;
NATHAN
N?:
at
That
a
JAFFA,
of
stockholdthe
1 rack connection with A. T. &. S. V.
meeting
at
and Preston with O. & S. Ry at
BETWEEN
mar, Augusta, Ale.; Leon A. Piniston, ers of the New Mexico
Ie Monies K P. S. W Ky. at Colfax. Ry.N M.Raton
Secretary.
and Arizona
and Cimarron t Northwestern
at
New
R.
S.
Lai
'S
York;
Herbert,
Vegas; Land Company, held at the office of
C. F. K. to J. O.
followillK sUMon Ocate, Miami, Rayado
"
Compared
Re"rakeNWM
and
J. O. Laury, Chicago; A. G. Sorency, the
rte Park, N.M. is depot for the following stations in N.
Company in the Borough of Man-- ;
Seco, Auror; a,
Kansas City.
Kaldy Black .Lakes Oerro, Khzabethtown. Lobo, Uuesta,M.Arroyo
& El
Kanchos de Taos. Red
When the Stomach, Heart, or Kidin the City of New York, State
hattan,
River City, Talpa, laosnnd Twining.
Claire.
nerves
ort
then
Daily
these
of New York, on the 8th day of June, ney
get weak,
except Sunday
'"any. if las
R. Lewis, J. S. Sheehan, A. M.
E. J. DEDMAN,
A. D. 1910, after due notice of said gans
always fail. Don't drug the
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
K.
H.
Train Leaves Santa Fe 7:30
Hood,
Albuquerque;
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
G. P. Agent,
meeting in the manner prescribed by Stomach nor stimulate the Heart or
Washington, Kas.; F. Doll, Ancho; the
is
That
a
Kidneys.
simply
Raton, N. M.
r
of said company, by the
Ratoni N
,
Al. A. Ross, Albuquerque;
Raton, N. M.
a. m. Daily.
C. R.
affirmative vote of all of the issued Get a prescription known to Druggists
Estancia; .1. D. Meriwether, City; and
outstanding capital stock of the everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Restora- For information regarding freight
W. A. Byrne, Silver City.
company,
Article Third of the Articles tive. The Restorative is prepared exn
9t
Gregg.
and passenger rates etc. call
for these weak inside nerves.
Leon B. Stern, Albuquerque; A. L. of Incorporation of said company was pressly
build
these
them
nerves,
Strengthen
to
amended
follows:
as
11.
read
A. Woll'ord, Hillsboro;
l
Bird,
at city office, Laughlin Block
ASK FOR
"THIRD. The authorized amount up with Dr. Shoop's Restorative tabA. Long, Ciiy; Lucretia T. Ross,
lets or liquid and see wow quickly
or Phone 145.
Cincinnati; Henry Hunter, Ft. Sum- of capital stock of this corporation
help will come. Sold by Stripling Burshall be Eight Million Dollars
ner.
divided into Eighty Thou-- ' rows Co.
Coronado.
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Donaciauo Angel, Alauricio Chavez, sand (80,000) shares of the par value
L H. GIBSON,
Largest crowd ever visiting the
Galisteo; Carl Custer, Willard; Ar- of One Hundred Dollars ($100) each.
Douglas, and all Points in New
thur E. Bloehe, Farmington.
The board of directors may cause said Motley's theater last night.
City Frt. & Pass. Agt.
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
capital stock or any part thereof to be
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
subscribed or paid for in cash in the
20 YEARS AGO TODAY
33 BEEaraMJW
,
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
purchase or exchange or transfer of
real or personal property or in ser-- ;
From the New Mexican of this date vices
EI
&
New Mexico Military Institute
rendered, and to issue or cause
1890.
to be issued anv nart" nr all r.p tv,o
A M. Bergere was today appointed
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
capUal stock ag requlred at any time
Th
Weit Point cf th Southwest.
Governor
a
member
of the or from time to
by
Prince,
t,
Officers Detailed by War Department
Valencia county board, vice Louis
Army
,t
Huning, resigned.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
Nearly a of the
or
tuh.el'ce
.leading citizens of die county jo ned traud in tla transaction
"A."
the iudament
in petitioning tor Air. Bergere s
Through Academic course, preparing young
board of directors as to the
pointment
men for college or for business life. Great
For Rates and full information address
or
Purchas
The newly chartered railroad from!
"eff
PrPfy or services
amount of opon air work. Healthiest location
jRoswell north means something
EUGENE A. FOX,
of
be
any Military School In the Union. Located
conclusive.
Shares
the rai.ai ruv
voiw oh
p.
oo the beautiful Pecos Valley the
be
VOted
a11
at
by
proxy
8f
garde d
southern Texas must have Santa Fe'
ma?
G.F.&P. A.
of the West at aD e'evatlon of 1,700
spot
oiuuiucis
meetings.
coal.
county
1
El Paso Texas.
A"a AUi!cle blxth of tne Articles of
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day. but
Mr. and Mrs. F. w. Clancy and Airs.
u
h Atkinson
Ittie rain or snow during session.
""'"uon or said company was
and children,
who have
been rusticating on the Pecos river, amended t0 read as follows:
Eleven .Officers and Instructors, all gradu1 he
highest amount of in
having a good time generally, return-ates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
debtedness or liability, direct or con- ert to the city last night.
They left
buildings, thoroughly furnished. heat;d. light
Mrs. Field and her brother in nos- - tmSent, to which this corporation is
ed and modem In all respects.
session of the club house. J. E. at any time to be subject shall be five
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
thirty-threSaint and family of Albuquerque will million three hunded
(1,
Hamlltou, Vice Presldeui; J. Phelps White,
be guests of the latter at the club thousand dollars ($5,333,000),
which
VV. M. Atkinson
Treasurer;
amount
does
Secretary, and W
not exceed
house after today.
A
Flnlay
General A. J. Sampson. U. S. con the amount of the capital stock."
For particular and lllnstrated catalogue
In Witness Whereof, The said corn- sul at Paso del Norte, paid this office
address
today a very agreeable call. The Pany has caused his Certificate to be
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
general is delighted with Santa Fe's executed by its President and its cor
climate and attractions. His recep- - porate seal to be affixed and attested
GllMAIlll.l..J.Hl
tion at the hands of the citizens of by its Secretary, this 8th day of June,
&anta t e was a very cordial one. The A. D. 1910.
MEXICO
AND
general is an old timer in these parts, NEW
ARIZONA
LAND COAIPANY,
having served the state of Colorado'
as its attorney general. He will pay
By WILLIAM D. STIGER ' Presi- ...
j
oama r e another
visit during the dent.
coming week.
Attest: THEODORE L. BAILEY,
'
"
Secretary.
Served as coffee, the new coffee sub- (Corporate Seal.)
stitute known to grocers everywhere state of New York, County of New
as Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee, will
York, ss
trick even a coffee expert. Not a
Before me, GUY T. ARMS, a Notary
m
Liberal Limits and Stopovers
grain of real coffee in it either. Pure Public in and for the State and CounTO
healthful toasted grains, malt, nuts, ty aforesaid, on this
day personally
etc., have been so cleverly blended as appeared William D. Stiger, known to
to give a wonderfully satisfying coffee me to be the President of New MexiTICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
taste and flavor. And it Is "made In co and Arizona Land Company and to
&-CITY OFFICE IN
-u
a minute," too. No tedious 20 to 30 me known to be the person whose
Save Money and Inconvenience by
minutes boiling. Sold by Frank
nam is subscribed to the foregoing
Purchasing Wells Fargo
MEXICAN
instrument, and he acknowledged to
STIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
Fire proof because it Is made out me that he voluntarily executed the
MONEY ORDERS. FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Or Union Depot.
or mud and the coolest spot in Santa same for and on behalf of said com-Fact
its
ree
a3
the
ice
9
for
and deed and
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mesico
barring
house; it has open Panv
fire escapes, besides get away holes. tn uses and purposes therein
and all Foreign Countries.
the musical air acts like elec- - tioned.
Given under my hand and seal of
trie fans, it all happens at the
REMITTANCES
SENT BY TELEGRAPH .
newj
constructed and conducted Motley, ' office this 9th day of June, A. D. 1910.
now called the Adobe Grand Theater. (Notarial Seal.)
GUY T. ARMS,
New York County.
Public,
Notary
Territory of New Mexico,
My commissioner
expires, March
Office of the Secretary.
I
30th, 1912.
No woman who bears children need suffer during
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& Company
Express
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H ALL POINTS EAST & WEST
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General Express Forwarders
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Farts of the World.
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men-Eve- n
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J. D. BARNES. Aoent

LIVERY STABLE
Fin
Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single

Buggies, Sumes, Saddle Horses

Call up

Phne

8

When in fleed of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Don Caspar Avenue

CHAS. CLOSSOIJ

lUmmer Resorts
YOCJJKNOW Th.it Ojo Calienta Waters ARE BEST;
it is just the time to take a little vacation. Why not go
up there while it is cool? REMEMBER "What cures

will prevent"

For rates, address. Manager.
OJO CALIENTE HOT SPRINGS, New Mexico.

Certificate

of Comparison.

Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record
in this office at nine o'clock a. m., on
the fifth day of August, A. D. 1910,
I,

Amendment tn Articles nf T
tion of New Mexico and Arizona
Land Company, Number G517, Increas
ing Capital Stock, and also, that I
have compared the following copy of
the same, with the original thereof
now on file, and declare it to be a
correct transcript therefrom and of
the whole thereof.
Given under my hand and thi Great
Seal of the Territory of Nw Mexico,
at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital,
on this fifth day of August, A. D. 1910.
NATHAN JAFFA,
(Seal.)
Territory of Arizona, Office of the
Territorial Auditor.
United States of America, Territory of
Arizona, ss.
I, W. C. Foster, Territorial Auditor
of Arizona, do hereby certify that the
annexed is a true and complete transcript of the Amendment to Articles
of Incorporation of New Mexico and
Arizona Land Company
which was
filed in this office on the twenty-firs- t
day of June, A. D. 1910, at 10:15
o'clock a. ni., as provided by law.
In Testimony Whereof, I have here- -

Territory of Arizona, County of

Mar-

icopa, ss.
I C. F. LEONARD, County Record
er in and for the County and Ter
ritory aforesaid, hereby certify that I
have compared the foregoing copy
with the original amendment to Ar
ticles of Incorporation of New Mex
ico and Arizona Land Company filed
and recorded in my office on the 21st
day of June, 1910, and that the same
is a full, true and correct copy of
such original and of the whole thereof.
Witness my hand and seal of office,
this 21st day of June, 1910.
C. F. LEONARD,
(Seal.)
County Recorder.

Filed in the office of the Territorial
Auditor of the Territory of Arizona
this 21st day of June, A. D. 1910, at'
10:15 a. m. at request of Bennett &
Bennett whose postoffice address is

T STAT
AND

J5RAND STATEHOOD CELEBRATION

BTjlJFR QUE OCOgjgO
A SOLID WEEK OF
RECREATION

FIRST ANNUAL DOG SHOW
GRAND RESOURCES EXE'OSITION
EYERY SPECIES

AMUSEMENT

Phoenix, Arizona.
W. C. FOSTER,
Made A. M.

Territorial Auditor,
Compared A. M. to G.

B.
New Mexico and Arizona Land

OF HEW AND IKSTRUCTIYE

WILL

BE

PROVIDED

THE C. W. PARKER AMUSEMENT COMPANY
will fur
nish the down towa night attractions, Fourteen high-classhows and sensational free acts.
s

Com-

j
pany,
THIS IS TO CERTIFY that the principal office of New Mexico and Arizona Land Company In the Territory of

AND AMUSEMENT

HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
GRAND MILITARY DISPLAY

REDUCED RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
fo- premium lists or other Information
H. O'RIELLY,
JOHN B.McMANUS
President.
Write the Secretary

J.

Secretary.

TUESDAY, AUGUST
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week iu Chicago. Dr. J. II. Wrotn,
FOR NEW MEXICO. grand commander of the New Mexico
grand connnandery, Knights Templar,
ii- in attendance at the conclave. '
Issue
Be
of
"Earth"
Will
September
Dr. Wroth left for the Windy
Mhcn
AlbuEntitled Devoted to It.
by five
City he was accompanied
querque Booster at Knights
ae- matter
of
hundred
pounds
printed
Templar Conclave.
Of
New
SCTiptive Of different parts
Mexico bv the Bureau of Immigiation.
9.
X.
Xew
M.,
Aug.
Albuquerque,
to reports printed in Chi-- '
According
Mexico, it's past, present and future,
Dr. Wroth has been
will be graphically written about in cago newspapers,
a publicity agent
like
a
noise
making
the September issue of "The Earth,"
the
Knights Templar during
a monthly magazine published in Chi- among
is not bvsy attending the
he
time
the
cago by the Santa Fe Railroad Comsessions.
conclave
pany. For many months back The
New Mexico is receiving more than
Earth has contributed most generousshare of newspaper advertising
her
ly in it's columns to the development
the conclave, partly because of
during
of New Mexico. With the coming of
of the literature and
distribution
statehood the editors of The Earth the
rooms of the New
the
nien
hpcause
realized that there was never a more
Mexico
headquarters of the Knights
opportune time to extensively adverin the Auditorium hotel are
Templar
tise the territory, or state to be, and
sumptuously decorated with Navajo
consequently placed the entire issue blankets and Indian goods. The New
for September at the disposal of the
Mexico headquarters is the Mecca for
New Mexico Bureau of Immigration.
Knights from various parts of the
Taking advantage of the opportunity country, attracted by the Indian disafforded, the Bureau of Immigration
play. Numerous newspaper writers
caused to De wnuen a uuiuuw wi "- Ar.tt
intn th rooms and many
ticies descriptive or the territory. articles about New Mexico have ap
wmch were lorwaraea o
red in the Chicago dailies during
,
a linear in The Earth next month.
ttle
'
pasT
The articles were written by promi.
nent citizens of the different parts of t
Pain anywhere .topped in 20 mta- the territory and will be perhaps the
Pink
mJ riiahip tnforma- - utes sure with one of Dr.onShoop s
the
is
cet
formula
The
Tablets.
1
about the respec-nublLd
4r
Ask your Doctor or uruggisi
fti itvi in rr Q Tl fl box.
it- -

PAGE SEVEN.
One hundred more chairs put in at J
fti. New MexTca.. Printing Con
Grand for the any hax on hand a
large supply of
r,oostTs.
sad? and tablets suitable for acbool
voi!:. the desk, and also for lawyers
If you are in need of anything, try in.1 merchants: good everywhere. We
a New Mexican Want Ad.
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.

BIG ADVERTISEMENT

i

;

l
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j

er
tlve irrigauon

piujclh, lamuus
thlS IOrillUia:
OLups
fruit districts and other ontornrhps abOUt
anywhere.
pains
headache,
pains,
worthy of deevlopment
.. !Writo Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis., for
.... of hls Head.
nvo
Fifty thousand copies ot ine jwui
will be printed in the New Mexico
or p.nk pain Tabets Sola by
issue. These will be distributed t0 strlp'ling Burrows Co.
.
all parts of the United States. Everyfoil CATT1Pmnrrritn
Yrt ur vnm.i.-.rUn
thing about New Mexico. It will be
TAKES PLACE NEXT WEEK.
but
New Mexico all the way, nothing
TTpr vallevs and moun- NT,
Mills Will Deliver Address
n
win
bribed and the authors 'Governor
Will
as
Utner rromincni icw
will tell about the possibilities in agResidents.
Mexico
The
ricultural and mineral pursuits.
book in fact will be a mine of informwi i" yi
rortaies, a. :u., ug.
mation about New Mexico. It will tell
are being maae oy me citiarations
of
the
residents
just what prospective
zens of Portales for the Portales Wanew state will desire to know.
ter Carnival, which will be held here
""When the fact is taken into consid- three
days, beginning August 18. The
eration that the space which will be three davs celebration is to be in non- occupied by the New Mexico articles or Qf the opening of the 10,000 acre
could not be purchased in The Earth irrigation project. But comparativefor less than three thousand dollars, ly few people are aware of the tact
then will be realized the great value that until only a short time ago, the
of the "gratis" advertising.
10,000 acres now capable of irrigation
The Earth reaches a class of people was a dry farming district. In prosthat no other publication does. It gets pecting for wells, it was discovered
to those who are dissatisfied with that splendid water was available at
their present place of residence and'varyjng depths from thirty feet down,
their nresent condition in life. That
the New Mexico issue will result in
much good in more ways than one is
and should know
is interest-iThe article on
n foregone conclusion.
about tbe wonderful
MARVELWhirlingSpray
Santa Fe has been prepared by Paul
new
ffiinii pyrmee.
A. F. "Walter, editor of the New MexBeat M ost conven
i
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New Mexico at Knights Templar Conclave.
New Mexico is certainly receiving
Its share of advertising at the Knights
Templar conclave which began last

Abk vonr drueciit for

If he cannot

ient. It cleanses

m

i

BUDTU7

r,.ii nartionlnrM
valnable to ladles.

&nrl

44
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ConstipaiionlWANT
"For over nine years I suffered with chronic
constipation and during this time I had to take
FOR KKXT Six Room house for
an injection of warn water once every 34 hours
More I coulcave an action on my bowel
1. S. Lowitzki.
Happily I tried Cascarets, and today I am a well
,
man
used
During the nine years Mon
FURNISHED ROOM Modern conCascarets I suffered untold misery with internal
Thanks to you, I am free from all that veniences.
Lady only. Apply New
this morning;. You can use this in behalf of Mexican.
B. F. Fisher. Roanoke, 111.
sufferlng humanity.
Pleasant. Palatable. Potent, Taste Good.
FOR SALE
Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
Thirty horse pow- 10c. 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The gener eiminc, good as new. Inquire,
uine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
l'lii!!:, H,. eh.
cure or your money back.
930

In a very short time dry farming was' PRACTICAL EDUCATION fully ex-- a
thing of the past, and the farmers Plained. Write today. Albuquerque
depended upon the wells for irriga- - Business College, Albuquerque, N. M.
tion. A well is now in operation on j
,i.( acres of the 10,0o).
every
Great nm aALE Lands Irrigated by thr
fields flourish and the owners of the Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
land are gaining in wealth and hap- - Co- maps and prices at Charles E
Michael, Real Estate.
piness.
Only a year ago the land now under!
the Portales project was practically! STRAYED - Black horse: branded
a desert. On August 20, 1909, exact- - (K m two white hind w.
,vhit0 ,.,.iin.
ly a year from the closing date of the n,,ri.. ,,h,im.,,v uiM
.
ress
!
,1
Walo. C,.ni,l
1L
"
X
Brook.
Citv.
I
,iT
with
Com-- .
? Western Construction
ot w lchit.i, K ansas. lor the in- lan,
1 YPEWRITERS
stallation of the big power plant
which is located in Portales, and Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
which is the center of lite to ihe ir- - platents furnished. Ribbons and
country. From this plant are 'plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
carried to the different tracts of and rented. Standard makes handled, tt
land on the irrigation project,
the All repair work and typewriters
r
wires which operate the pumps, j anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter
pumps are now in operation change. Phone Black 2C1.
and are delivering from 1,200 to 1,500 i
gallons per minute. The power plant
ONE WEAK SPOT.
is worthy of special mention.
It has
two toi) horse power producer &aS.M0St
Santa Pl Pennlo Uaw- - - A,I.
electrici raiv. aiiu i ou
engines, direct connected
uTicn lis i ne BaCK.
S!
generators, three gas producers, and
is
over
seventy-twelectricity
conveyed
Everyone has a weak spot.
miles of transmission lines.
Too often its' a bad back.
Enthused as the result of their efTwinges follow every sudden twist.
forts to make the desert bloom as a
Dull aching keeps up. day and night.
rose, the residents of Portales and
Tells you the kidneys need help
surrounding country have decided to
For backache is really kidnev-ache- .
hold a big jollification
to celebrate
A
kidney cure is what you need.
jtt
the event. "The Portales Water
Carnival," is the official name of the1 Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick kid III
celebration. Water, of course, will be. neys.
Cure backache and urinary ills.
the main topic of conversation during
Santa Fe people recommend the
the three days, but the reception committee has also arranged for other remedy.
Thomas M. Baca, Cerrillos St., Santhings on the program. "Governor
Mills will be in Portales from tihe ta Fe, X. M., says: "My faith in
capital and will deliver an address.! Doan's Kidney Pills is just as strong
Other prominent citizens of the ter- - today as when I publicly recommend-ritor- if
them in 1902. I was caused much
have been invited to the cele-ibration and have promised to deliver suffering by backache for three years
addresses. Among these will be Fran- and my loins were so painful at times
cis G. Tracy, of Carlsbad, a noted that it was all I could do to ge around.
expert on irrigation; Col. R. E. Twit-chel- ', Doan's Kidney Pills entirely relieved
G. A. Richardson, Vernon
L. me and I had no return attack of the
Sullivan, and others.
trouble for six months. At that time
Amusements will also receive their my work brought on a recurrence of
share of attention during the festivi backache. I at once took Doan's Kidties. Typical western sports will be ney Pills and
they gave me relief. A
witnessed including roping contests, medicine that lives up to the claims 'h
pony races, and broncho busting.
One of the big features of the cele- do, deserve the
strongest endorse- bration will be the auction sale of one ment."
thousand and ten acres of land under
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 I(
the project, in tracts of ten acres cents. Forste-MilburCo., Buffalo, j
and up, on liberal terms.
Ww York snip nppntc fnr tha fJniiaA
I

I

-

f

directions
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Ex-Fort-
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are prepared to locate settlers on government land. We have irrigation enterprises, needing capital. Moneyed : men: are;
Invited to correspond with us.

IF YGU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO,

LET US HEAR

Jiatinsal

LiSs

Assufasce

RANCHES
LA R(t B
AND
SMALL.
FROM YOU

Ccsspzay

Denver Colorado.

it

i

Oh,

N

matron

M.

BIOCK.

NEAT ATTIRE

TAKE YOUR CHOICE.

Take a pick with your eyes shut and
Certainly helps a man along socially
you'll get what you like. That reand in business. There is no
fers to
the fact that dress has a edal to
ANY LIVERY RIG
do with a man's success nowadays.
eBaring this fact In mind, let us call
that leaves these stables. They're all your attention to the fact that we are
up to date and any of them gives sat now making to order the most stylish
A drive drives away the Suits and Overcoats,
from selected
isfaction.
blues. Try It and save calling the fabrics, at a most moderate price.
Perfect fit and finish guaranteed. New
doctor.
samples have arrived.
-

gain-sayin-

310 San

4 RISIKG

Francisco St. 'Phone

139 Rea,

Remember

mTTriTl

n A ATI

CI

to make room for
Winter Weights

K

i

i

Take advantage of the
right time to buy cheap

no

the

name- - Doan's

other.

and

1

The Spot Cash Store.

?!

ft

listen

to

the

band.

CATRON
BLOCK

M.

W.TRAVIS
Propt

Irrigated Farms
A Famous Pecos Valley Ranch of 12,000 acres is
now being offered for sale in tracts of from 10 to 40
acres, at $125.00 to $250.00 per acre on the follow-

Adobe

g

Julius Muralter, Tailor
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.

SALE of Timber, District No. 3 Albuquerque, N. M July 26. 1910. Sealed bids
marked outside "Bid Timber Sale Application, May 24 1909, Peeos", and addressed to
the District Forester, Albuquerque New
Mexico will be received up to and including the 31st day of Aunust, 1910, for all merchantable dead timber standing or down
and the live timber marked for cutting by
tbe Forrest officer, on a designated area
of about 500 acres, located in approximately
Sections 21, 28, 33. T. 22 N." R. 12 K.
and Sections 3 land 4 T. 21 N R.
12 E.N, M.;p. M,
surveyed land within
the Pecos National Forest, New Mexico,
to
be 1,000,000 feet P.. M. ofwestern
estimated
yellow rlne Douglas, fir, and Kugclmaiin
spruce saw and tie timber, more or less. No
bid of less than $2.50 per M. feet B. M . ill be
considered and a deposit of $400 must be
sent to the First National Bank, Albuquerque, New Mexico, for each bid submitted to
the District Forester. Timber upon valid
ctaims Is exempted from sale. The right
to reject any and all bids Is reserved. For
further Information governing sales address
Forest Supervisor, Peeos National Forest
Cowles. New Mexico, A, O. WAHA, Acting
District Forester.

ing terms:

Per Cent Down and 10 Per Cent a Year
Until Paid, With 6 Per Cent Interest
10

n

I

8

y

toe

will me noticed. Of course, full health
will not immediately return. Tha
gain, however, will surely follow. And
best of all, you will realize and feel
your strength and ambition as it is
returning. Outside influences depress
first the "inside nerves" then the
stomach, Heart and Kidneys will usually fail. Strenghten these failing
nerves with Dr. Shoop's Restorative
and see how quickly health will be
yours again. Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.

0

WILLIAMS

States.

LIST.

August time, tells on the nerves.
But that spiritless, no ambition feeling can be easily and quickly altered
by taking what is known to druggists
everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Restorative. Within 48 hours after beginning
to use the Restorative, improvement

BHR6EUE, Manager for New Mexico.

F.

A

d

Grand tonight.

of
Santa

TTTTJ

y

j

Postmaster.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
A. M.

TTAm

o

Avila, Agustin.
Balling, Mrs. Fred.
Buttler, Hayd.
Breen, Chas.
Coriz, Marquitos.
Cordova, Florence.
Duette, Harrison.
Doyle, Kate.
Garcia, Patronicia M.
Hain, Mary.
Joseph, Juan C.
King, A. A.
Lucero, Antonio.
Rodrigues Rejina.
Tafoya, Sivalno.
Wilson, Sarah.
In calling; for these letters pleast
state whether "advertised" or not.
E. C. BURKE,

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado

We will continue our sale on

sent t the dead letUr
Bc at Washington:

per acre, These are

"We

LARGE
AND
SMALL

tit

guar-powe-

they will

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
RANCHES,

1

sup-rigab-

M., for week ending August 6, 1910.
J. Sam says Santa Fe is the best 3;
If mot called for within tw weelu show city in New Mexico. Come

Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, $40 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
UU

2

j

List of letters remaining uncalled take
far in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N.

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
$175

la

n

Street. MEW

E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO

and highly improved, 8(50.00 to
ideal homes ready for you.

Wednesday

'A

,,.,..

LETTER

the c.

!

I

it.

tbe

MARVEL. a:cept no
other, bnt Sena
tmp lor
lllnutrfttpd hook sealed. Tt

the Motley's Adobe

Three large spring rivers, will be furnished consumNorth, Middle and South ers at city rates.
Berrendo, rise within the One half mile from the
place
corporate limits of the
This property is in the finest business and resi
heart of the greatest Arte- dential city in New Mexico.
sian basin in United States. We publish a very handAbundant water right some book describing this
from either of the above and other irrigated prowith each tract.
perties which we will be
Entire property will be glad to send you on rewired for light, power and ceipt of 6c to cover
telephone service which

Berrendo Irrigated Farms
DEPT. F., R0SWELL, NEW MEXICO.

Co.

ft
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Minor City Topics

CASH

o 4

4

No

(Continued From Page "Two.)
sweet Peas, any stoade at a populai
price, MeConvery 415 Palace Ave.

Mazzepa or the Wild Horse of Tar- Lord Byron's
is taken from
poem, it's at the E'.ks, to show at 8
o'clock.
Assessment
Grant County's
The
assessment of Grant county for this
year is $1,150,140, au increase over
last year of $21,840.
The Desperado is a Western Drama
and a good one, it's at the Elks'
Your only chance to see these
No show tomorrow.
pictures.

tary

GROCERY AND BAKERY
WATERMELONS, STRAWBERRIES, CAN.
ALL KINDS OF FRESH
TALOUPES,
VEGETABLES
etc etc.
FRUITS,
OUR STOCK OF GROCERIES IS COMPLETE
AND DONT FORGET THAT OUR BAKERY
DEPARTMENT IS FIRST CLASS.

Thursday, the

TRY OUR LE310X PIES.

Pile

Ho.

1.1.

F. ANDREWS

4

AGMMT MlOU SALE
this
rJL
Vv;
ONLY

$2.50

0f;f,, ym

$3.00

$3.50

$4.00

$4.50

$5.00

IMPORTED RAZORS as low as
iuuu une imported razors will be placed on sale this veek as low as 97e. each.
hreIra,UnS importers of razors in the United
liltll th? m't poTvivi CUTtKRY
CO., of New York City. Theyare
We

allhigh-sradegood-

secured a

s

at a ridiculous figure, wliicli puts
i.".e prices. Ail
ccuauged. The

Wade & Butcher No. 150
Ben Hur No. 107 ) Your choice
Wottenholm I. X. L No. 143 Lewis No. 105
f of any of
VostenltoSia Tip No. 143
Brandt No. 10O
f these
A
Roger Razor No. 113
Blue Steel No. 117 J fci.M Razors
P
AlSO a few VerV hiffh nrif-fl-l
rint.cl-,,nA
7nrc l,irV.1.,
'
etely finished, to goat half price.
$4.00 Brandt No.
2, $1.97 J $4.50 Brandt No. 1 10, S2.47
Brandt s Best No. 119, regular priee
ourr'ice 4' 3,87 each
All razors are full hollow ground,$.5.00,
aud set ready for ue.
Ve will also plnce on sale 1000 cf the penuins

97

.

BRANDT

SELF-HONIN-

J2SM.?$i$

u4

pi
lift:

Our Pries 970 each
is the be?t razor

on the

The only razor slroo in the world thatstrop
market
hones and
strops your razor at the same time" aud enables vou to obtain an
edge which only an experienced barber can uive. The Brandt Self,
honing Kazor Strop will put a keener ed'reon a razor with fewer
strokes than
any other razor strop. GUAKj VTKKD never to become hard or glossy. Special: a" S2.C0
Brandt Safetv Kaaor and
Brandt Shaving Biwh lor 37c, each. JUI,
laWSC.

M 1
miA

oail:3
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
The Rexall Store.

2.0G

""

f;iSS

y-ff?-

t

-

Razes iicxes S7c

-

raw

ESESIEIIIEES

filial Luraa
MCKSE1C

ISATISFAOTION

assured

corrick's hack line
popiKes

KODORE
RRIOK. Prop

Baggies and Saddle Horses

-

at

6 a. m.

a

re-

t,

I

RAZOR STROPS

G

The Brandt

v

ar

11th,

quiem mass will be given for the repose of the soul of Mrs. Manuel R.
Otero at the Cathedral.
Relatives
and friends are invited.
Las Cruces Citizen Not Sold The
Las Cruces Citizen denies the soft
impeachment that it had sold out to
of its interest
the extent of one-hal- f
to Judge A. B. Fall of Tularosa.
Election of Officers Tonight At the
meeting of the Santa Fe Board of
Trade tonight officers are to be elected. The board will meet in the offices
of the Santa Fe Water and Light Company at S p. m.
Fancy Figures Mrs. J. E. "Wood
and Miss Gutterman, have taken a
great deal of pains to train the Twenty-four
Little Maids who will produce
the "Fancy Figures'' at the entertainment at the Elks' theater on Thursday evening. The entertainment will
be a great treat indeed.
Ah, Yes, the Long, Long Dreams of
on
Youth They will be recalled
Thursday evening at the entertainment at the Elks' theater to which
the public is invited.
"The Bachelor's Reverie," a vision of beauty, romantic and yet quaint, will be an all
star performance by local talent.
Kidnaping at Cloudcroft At Cloud-ciofOtero county, R. E. Hall kidnaped his two year old daughter from
his wife, Mrs. Faith McCormick Hall,
who had left him because Hall had
lost heavily at the Juarez races and
was not supporting her. Mrs. Hall has
an independent income of $500 a
month.
Seat Sale Good The seat sale for
the musical entertainment at the Elks'
theater Thursday night opened at
Fischer's drug store this morning and
there was a steady demand all day for
choice seats. The indications are that
there will be a big house, affording
ample inspiration to the fair players.
Bank to Move The Capital City
bank will move in a few days to its
new offices in the Claire hotel. The
bank will be where the office of the
hotel was located. The hotel offiee
now is upstairs. The paperhangers
and other workmen are busy making
repairs and improvements and these
will likely be finished by next week.
Entertainment Thursday Evening
The
Musical Entertainment which will be given on Thursday evening at the Elks' theater, will

I
d

M.

TUESDAY, AUGUST

draw a large crowd and it is anticipated that every seat will be taken.
The program is a meritorious one and
a very enjoyable evening is promised
all those who attend.
If you want to see something swell
ilrop into the Elks' and see "The Call
and worth
10 Aims" it's a Biograph
: he admission.
Assessment Rolls Completed The
assessment rolls of Santa Fe county
for 1!10 (have been completed by Assessor Trinidad Alarid and are now
awaiting the approval of the board of
The work has
county commissioners.
inen done in good shape by the assessor. There is a considerable decline In the total assessment of the
county.
A
Spectacular Production "The
the "Rollicking
Swing Song" from
iris," alone will be worth the price
of admission to the entertainment at
hie Elks' theater on Thursday evening. Mrs. J. A. Rolls, Mrs. F. C.
Wilson and Miss Alonzo have been
training those who take part the past
few weeks and the number will be a
spectacular one.

$500, so

that the

9, 1910.

run

for $210 appeal. Cevada v. Miera, 10 N. M. C2.
judgment
in favor of Hubbell. The opinion is
2. An assignment of error that a
by Chief Justice W. H. Pope. The ap- verdict is
against the weight of the
pellant brought suit against Hubbell evidence will not be considered on apfor $0000 for professional
services. peal.
v. Springer, 13 N.
The latter filed a counter claim pray- M. 259.Cunningham
.
ing judgment for $710. Hubbell was
3.
Error in the improper dissolugiven the full amount claimed. The tion of an attachment
is harmless
syllabus says:
where
on main case was that
finding
1. It is the duty of the court to didefendant owed plaintiff nothing.
rect a verdict where in the exercise of
4. Where the matter at issnp was
a sound judicial discretion it would
whether or not a valuable considera
be called upon to set aside a contion was
for the abrogation of a
trary verdict. Gildersleeve v. Atkin- lease, andpaid
evidence was introduced
6
N.
son,
M., 250, followed.
that certain articles of personal prop2. Under Comp. Laws, Sec. 3021, reerty were given in consideration of
quiring corroboration of the claim- such
it is not error to alant's testimony in a suit against the low abrogation,
the owner of such property to tesexecutor of a deceased person, there
as to their cost as tending to
was error in allowing the item of $500 tify
show that they had some value.
in defendant's counter claim.
In case No. 129S, Territory of
UNCLE SAM AGAIN WARNS
appellee, vs. Rev. Thomas M.
NICARAGUAN FACTIONS.
Harwood, appellant, from Valencia
county, the case was reversed and reWashington, Aug. 9. The invasion
manded for new trial. The opinion is of American
property in Nicaragua
by Chief Justice W. H. Pope. Har- by soldiers of Madriz has called forth
wood had been indicted for unlawfully a iormai
protest irom tne united
uniting in marriage a female under States. The state department has re-- I
the age of fifteen years and was found peated its ultimatum to both factions
SIX OPINIONS IN
j in
guilty. The syllabus says:
American
Nicaragua.
property
1.
SUPREME COURT.
The penal provisions of Chap- j must be protected.
The situation of
ter 31 of the Session Laws of 1876, (C. the Madriz government is precarious
L. Sec. 1427), directed against the according to the state department ad-- I
(Continued from Page One.)
uniting of persons in marriage unner vices.
phone Company had entered into a age, were not repealed by Chapter 32
contract with the city of Albuquerque of the laws of the same section. (C.
and obligated itself to charge not to L. Sec. 1430.)
exceed $36 per annum for
2. Alleged errors in the charge of
residence telephone within one mile the court not called to the latter's atMONEY AND METALS.
of its central office. The extra charge tention by motion for new trial will
New York, Aug. 9 Call money 1
of $4.50 for installing and removing not be considered byHhis court.
Mexican
prime paper 5
the telephone was therefore declared
3.
Atch 98
Uniting 'n marriage a female dollars 44; Amal. 66
illegal.
S.
under the age of fifteen is penalized N. Y. C. 113
Reading 141
In the case No. 1307, in the matter
C. L. Sec. 1327 and knowledge by P. 113
Steel
165
U.
P.
70;
by
pfd.
of the Application of Fred Vander-work- , the
officiating officer that such female 112.
Territory of New Mexico, inter- is under such age is not a necessary
GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND ft! BS
vener, appellants, vs. J. M. Hewes element of the offense.
WTieat Sept.
111., Aug. 9.
Chicago,
and E. O. Dean, appellees, from ChaDec. 104 2
4. A written memorandum may not 101
ves county, the decision of tihe lower
Corn Sept. 63
Dec. 60
court is affirmed in an opinion writ- be used to aid or supplement the re36
Dec. 38
Oats
corSept.
ten by Associate Justice John R. collection of a witness unless its
Pork
Oct.
$20.50.
$21.15;
establishfirst
Sept.
is
rectness
made
when
McFie. The suit, involved the quesLard Sept. $11.50; Oct. $11.32
tion whether certain seepage waters ed and a conviction based solely upon
Oct
Ribs Sept. $11.3032
which the contents of a memorandum which
on the land of J. M. Hewes,
sus$10.85.
cannot
be
so
verified
has
been
not
five
the
last
within
year?,
appeared
WOOL MARKET.
were subject to appropriation for ir- tained.
St. Louis, Aug. 9. Wool, steady;
In case No. 1334, Charles Mellini
rigation by the owner of other lands.
18
The territorial engineer had ruled and J. D. Eakin,
under the territory an d western mediums,
14
23
fine
fine,
mediums, 1720;
that such waters were subject to such firm name of Melini and Eakin, appel17.
Board
territorial
the
appropriation;
lants, vs. Alex Freige and Nicolas
LIVESTOCK.
of Water Commissioners (had reversed Freige and brother, appellees, from
Kansas City, Aug. 9. Cattle Rethis decision. The district court up- Bernalillo county, the decision of the
held the territorial Board of Water court below is sustained. The opinion ceipts 11,000, including 2,000 southerns.
Market weak. Native steers
Commissioners and the supreme court is
Associate Justice Merrit C.
by
"this
in
$4.808.10; southern steers $3.50
that
upholds the lower court,
Mechem. The action was brought for 5; southern cows $2.504.23; native
water, not being seepage water from
of rent by appellants, plain- cows and heifers $2.255.65; stockers
constructed works, and therefore, not recovery
tiffs
below,
against appellees. The de and feeders $35.90; bulls $34.25;
subject to distribution under the act fendants
quit the premises before the calves $3.757.50;
western steers
of 1907, it. was not necessary for
two years' lease had expired and the
western cows $2.504.50.
Hewes to make application within a
$4.257.20;
suit for $400 rent
year to the territorial engineer for plaintiffs brought
fees. The dedue
and
$100
attorney's
There was a Santa Fe citizen ap- -'
failthe appropriation of it, and his
lease
had been proached J. Sam Houston yesterday,
was
fense
that
the
ure to make application, as provided
in section 53, did not warrant an ap- abrogated witlh consent of plaintiffs, saying you should not start a show
the consideration being shelving and here. We can get along without pic-- ,
plication for it by the appellant. "
defend- ture shows. Wake up old man don't
In case No. 1331, Carrie M. Child-er- fixtures left in the building by
ants.
says:
The
be so selfish, we are living in a state
syllabus
executrix, appellant, vs. Frank A.
fail
which
error
of
now, and right at the capital too.
1.
Bernalillo
from
Assignments
Hubbell, appellee,
comerror
Every turn has its moss backs, let's
county, the decision of the lower to point out the specific
boost
Greater Santa Fe.
on
considered
not
be
will
of,
of
remitittur
affirmed
court is
plained
upon
I
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MARKETREP0RT

one-part-

y

7-- 8;

3--

5--

1--

3--

2

5--

1--

3--

3-- 4

1--

1--

,
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i

WE WILL
BEGIN
TOMORROW

OUR

SUMMER
SALE

We have a good many things here that have not been
sold in the ordinary course of business; nothing the matter

Hart Schaffnar & Marx Clothes
At the end of every season we clean up
our stock. Goods are never carried over
in this store. We would rather give you
the benefit of the price now than to sell
you this season's goods next year. It
means a sacrifice of some profit to us,
but we are willing to allow you something on the price a good generous
slice of it to pay for doing the carrying
over.

THIS SALE WILL LAST
ONE WEEK ONLY.

$32.50
$35.00
$25.00
$22.50

with them; they're just as good as those we have sold
through the entire season. The only trouble with them
is that they have not been sold. We bought them to sell
and we are going to do it. They're all things that you want

Hart Schaffner &

fViarx

If you haven't known Hart Schaffner

&

Clothes

Marx clothes from

experience; you can get a line on something extra good. It is
worth your while to know them acd it will not cost you much
If you know what Hart Schaffner & Marx name in clothes
'mains you do not ned to be told wnat this sale represents.

Suits now $22.50

"
"
"

3--

7--

"
"

"

$25.00
$20.00
$17.50

.This Store is the Home
of HART SCHAFFNER
& MARX CLOTHES.
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